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A celebration

Twenty years ago, founding publish' ,
er Tom Bell took over Camping News
Weekly and changed its name to High
Country News, a biweekly. In short
order, Bell eliminated from the new
paper the "Camper of the week" picture,
photos of proud anglers holding large
trout, and stories about a "lucky" shot
that brought down two coyotes with one
bullet.

The happy campers were replaced
by stories about helicopter pilots who
earned their livings shooting eagles out
of Wyoming's skies, coal stripmines that

~

~/". ./destroyed aquifers, and Paul Revere-like
~ warnings about coming fleets of coal-

,f" fired power plants and gasification
~./' plants.
- ,~ Tom Bell didn't think of himself ass::- a marketing genius, but he was, He

aimed High Country News at readers
who, for the next 20 years, did every-
thing to keep the paper alive but type its
stories and editorials.

This issue of HCN is a celebration
of the paper's founding and of its first IS
years in Lander, Wyo_ It is, we suppose,
self indulgent, but staff has decided that
self indulgence is OK once every two
decades.

With the exception of the introduc-
tion, the anniversary, section has been

, written by-former staff. To help recap-
: ture the past;tlie design and layout has
been done by' Kathy Bogan, the paper's
former art director and designer.

'Incense and candles

This issue will go to, 8,000 or so
subscribers and to 5,500 lapsed sub-:
scribers. We hope the familiar scents of
incense and burning' candles will bring
some back into the fold.

Thanks to sleuthing by Develop-
ment Director Linda Bacigalupi, we
have discovered 350 subscribers who
teach at colleges and universities. They
will shortly receive a poster with
attached subscription blanks publicizing
the new $18 student subscription rate.
We also ask the professors to think about
using HCN in their classrooms.

Mary's Donut Shop

For the past six years, the intern
room has been turned into a mailroom
every other week to label and bag HCN.
That means the three interns must pack
up their computers and files and find a
new home every fortnight. The last,
feisty set of interns labelled that a waste
of their time and energy. So editor Betsy
Marston wandered around town until she
found the back of Mary Venard's donut
shop, which Donna Gregory and her
mail crew will now use.

Please call Ray

We received a personal letter (never
send a newspaperperson a personal let-
: ter) from Utah writer-Ray Wheeler ask-
, ing how a paper that is right on so many
things could be so wrong on Earth First!
We wrote back, asking Ray for an op-ed
piece on the subject, or on any subject of
his'choosing. Readers may remember his
long aItieles on the Colorado Plateau in
last fall's special frontier issues. We ask
readers who know Ray to join staff in
nagging Ray to write more for HCN.

The board meets

The Board of Directors of the High
Country Foundation, the non-profit enti-
ty that owns and operates High Country_.~....- ...... ,~-.- ... -- _.

"'. fJ:»",Jf. ;jlr,; "~.:!'J"J t1tt:?~"'.~l:t'o:;~,.i ~ ~...:.")~.:...~:.1.~_

News, met in Montana Sept. 9 to review
the paper's financial condition, to contin-
ue with long range planning and to tenta-
tively vote to grant a one-year sabbatical
to the publisher and editor, Ed and Betsy
Marston, starting June I, 1990. The cou-
ple has managed the paper since 1983.

Board members said they see the
sabbatical as a capital investment in the
'future of the paper. The Marstons intend
to travel in the region during the summer
and spend the academic year on the East
Coast sharpening skills and broadening
contacts. They will return in July 1991.

The board look several steps to pre-
pare for the sabbatical: It set up an exec-
utive committee to establish closer board
control over the paper during the period;
told staff to prepare a two-year budget,
so that it can judge if a sabbatical is
affordable; and instructed staff to pre-
pare detailed job descriptions to see what
kind of replacements will be needed dur-
ing the sabbatical year. The board hopes
to decide on the replacement or replace-
ments at the January 1990 board meet-
ing.

Led by Adam Mcl.ane, the board
discussed the newspaper's long range
needs, including circulation building and
a larger office. HCN has six full-time
employees, three full-time interns and
several part-timers, and is close to dou-
ble bunking the desks.

The meeting was attended by Board
President Andy Wiessner of Denver,
Adam McLane of Helena, Robert Wig-
ington. of Boulder, Herman Warsh of
Emigrant, Mont., Michael Ehlers of
Boulder, Susan Williams of Phoenix,
Karil Frohboese of Park City, Utah, Dan
Luecke of Boulder, Lynn Dickey of
Sheridan, Wyo., Tom Bell of Lander,
Wyo., and Bill Hedden of Moab, Utah.

In' another piece of business, the
board shifted the January'I990 meeting
from Grand Junction, Colo., to ':.
Cheyenne, Wyo. One' reason wasa
desire to experience a Wyoming bliz-
zard, but also important was Lynn Dick-
ey's desire to organize a birthday party
for HCN in its home state. '

The readers meet

Normally, each of the three per year
board meetings are followed by a get-
together with area readers. But this meet-
ing was on the remote northern edge of
Yellowstone National Park, at the Tom
Miner Basin ranch of Maryanne Mott
and Herman Warsh. So the gathering
was held the evening before the board
meeting at a Bozeman public library.

Although HCN was in conflict with
meetings of the Greater Yellowstone
Coalition and the Montana Environmen-
tal Information Center, 60 or 70 people
gathered for pop, wine and snacks. We
were again reminded of how di verse,
knowledgeable and sociable the High
Country News community is.

HCN readers are also mobile, Tim
Crawford, a photographer we associate
,with ,the Idaho Conservation League, has
moved to Gallatin Gateway in Montana.
Don Bachman, who once lived over the
hill from HCN in CrestedButte, is now
on the staff of the Greater Yellowstone
Coalition. Mike Clark of Washingtort, .
D.C., who heads up the Environmental
Policy Institute-Friends of the Earth-
Oceanic Society, was in Bozeman to talk
to the Montana Environmental Informa-
tion Center.

Among others who came by were
Ann Sutton of Bozeman, Mike Scott of
the Wilderness Society, Pat and Jean
Clark of McLeod, Len and Sandy Sar-
gent of Corwin Springs, Mary Vant Hull
and Mike Ward of Bozeman, the Mike
Graysons of Anaconda, Nick and Ann
Novich of Twin Bridges, David Scrimm
and Marsha Webb-Scrimm of Liv-

Devin Odell

ingston, former HCN intern Kate Mcivor
of Helena, Margaret Augustine of Big
Timber and Dagmar Thorpe of the Sev-
enth Generation Fund of Lee, Nev.

All the visitors were interesting, but
we were especially taken by Ed Dobson.
Ed, a former Friend of the Earth staffer,
spent the 1970s driving the lengths and
widths of Montana, Wyoming and Col-
orado showing slide shows on the dam-
age done by coal stripmining. He was
later instrumental in convincing Mon-
tana voters to pass an anti-nuclear initia-
tive. Ed did this all-on less than a
shoestring, living literally from hand to
mouth.

Several years ago, he ran out of
whatever had kept him going for so
many years, and sank into a deep case of
burnout. He went home to Long Island
to recover his health and spirit, and then
went to law school in Montana. Now the

~former ·envi~on~~ntal activist is ail
. arlmi'nisti'3tfve :~iiieilJ~dge,~"h~ipi'tlg~:to
adjudicate Montana's water rIghti, Knd '
he loves it.

Visiting cur
On Sunday morning, after the meet-

ing had ended, three staff members and
Herman Warsh drove a few miles south
toward Yellowstone and had breakfast at
the Ranch restaurant, which is owned
and operated by the Church Universal
and Triumphant. HCN has published
several stories on CUT, which owns the
former Malcolm Forbes Ranch in the
Paradise Valley, and we wanted to see
the 600-person settlement for ourselves.

Erin Prophet, daughter of CUT lead-
er Elizabeth Clare Prophet, whom her
followers call Guru Ma, and CUT mem-
ber Murray Steinman were our hosts at a
pleasant and informative breakfast and
on an hour-long tour of the ranch's cafe-
teria, residential areas, greenhouse,
chapel and fields.

A new intern
New intern Devin Odell grew up in

an East Bay suburb of San Francisco
watching large single-family homes eat
up the rolling hills. While studying
philosophy at Yale, he spent his sum--
mers 'working in the backcountry of
Olympic and Kings 'Canyon national
parks.

Since graduating in 1987, he has
lIaveled in Mexico, worked as a reading
teacher in the Bay Area, and most
recently, spent the summer as the roving
feature. reporter for the Alaska Fisher-
man's Journal, a monthly covering com-
mercial fishing in Alaska.

He says he came to High Country
News not for the writing experience or
the exposure to western resource issues,
but simply as an excuse to spend the fall
in Colorado.

-Ed Marstonfor the staff
.., .,'
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Southwest.Idahofaces.a nill~tary<Invasion,
f
a
~

A U.S. Air Force plan to withdraw
1.5 million acres of Idaho high desert
plateau for a bombing range has burst
upon southwest Idaho, generating inter-
esting politics, unlikely alliances and
more questions th~n answers.

"I look over this crowd tonight and
see strange bedfellows," rancher Tom
Blessinger said at a public meeting on
the issue in Boise.

"I'm used to going to these kind of
meetings and having you all stare dag-
gers at me. Tonight I see friendly faces.
We have a common enemy - the U.S.
Air Force."

Wilderness advocates and river-run-
ners who dominated the crowd blinked,
grinned and cheered. Overall, the four
hearings in southwest Idaho attracted
1000 people, 200 of whom testified.
Nearly all those who testified denounced
an expanded bombing range.

The dispute over the bombing range
has its roots in Congress' decision last
year to close many military facilities
around the country, transferring their
functions and people elsewhere. George
Air Force Base, near Los Angeles, will
be closed, and its F4 fighter wing relo-
cated to Mountain Home Air Force Base,
40 miles southeast of Boise.

That means the town of Mountain
Home will jump from some 10,000 to
15,000 people over the next few years.

Early public and political reaction
was positive. Some $103 million will be '
injected in~o the Mountain Home and
Boise ec~noriiies from 'short-term .con- '
struction and long-term service employ-
ment. Idaho's congressional delegation
and Gov. Cecil Andrus, D, all welcomed
the expansion.

But in June, word began filtering
from private briefings that more was
involved. The transfers shift the base's
emphasis from long-range aircraft to
short-range fighters and bombers, which
require a nearby training area.

The Air Force says it must expand
the existing Saylor Creek Bombing,
Range from 102,000 acres to 1.5 million
acres, and make it one of the most
sophisticated electronic weapons ranges
in the U.S. Live bombs would be used
on part of it, and as-yet-unspecified con-
ditions including closures in "impact
areas" attached to existing uses.

The proposed range covers the east-
em quarter of the Owyhee Desert, a vast
and lonely chunk of five-million-odd
acres where Idaho, Oregon and Nevada
meet. The deep spectacular canyons of '
the Owyhee, Bruneau and Jarbidge
rivers cut endless roIling plateaus of
sagebrush, bunchgrass, saltbush and
rock. Most of it is public land, in the
Bureau of Land Management's hands,
used for decades by a few hundred'
ranchers, a few hundred hunters in sea-
son, plus a few rockhounds and arrow-
head hunters.

Lately it has been discovered by
urban hikers, bird hunters and river-run-
ners. They see government-subsidized
grazing, near-total Iqs,sof native grasses,

, beat-out riparian areas and wildlife get-
ting short shrift, with the BLM in thrall
to a few ranchers.

Ranchers see invading yuppies bent
on destroying a way of life built over
100 years. They may perhaps agree on
wild and scenic river status for the
canyons, but there is a fight over
plateaus. Conservationists want wilder-
ness designation, and if possible, a
national park (HeN, 10/10/88). Ranchers

-'.1

Bruneau River canyon

want to keep on grazing their livestock.
The Air Force is a new player

whose, plansoffer everyone something to
dislike: Thebombing rangewould blan-
ket the Bruneau, East Fork Bruneau and
Jarbidge River canyons, in and near,
which recreation and wildlife in the
country concentrate.

"Sonic booms in those deep canyons
make you think the walls are coming
down on you," says Boise kayaker and
canoeist Deanna Smith. "It's scary, and
it's totally at odds with the spirit of the
place." The effects of sonic boom on
desert bighorn sheep and other wildlife
are another concern.

Hikers, rock hounds, hunters and
river-runners fear loss of access. with
some areas fenced and some of the few
roads given over to military use. Many
think a bombing range will doom
chances for wild rivers, wilderness or a
national park.

Ranchers fear elimination or frag-
menting of their livestock allotments:
"People don't understand that losing part
of a grazing system can have the same
effect as losing the whole thing," says
rancher Blessinger. Over 60 permittees
graze within the proposed withdrawal.

The Air Force has been short on
'specifics about its plan. Within the pro-
posed range are four "impact areas"
totalling some 200,000 acres; in its brief-
ings the Air Force has indicated that for-
mal userestrictions will apply only with-
in the, impact areas. The military seem
willing to consider boundary changes,
even shifting the range west, away from
these canyons and users.

"But everything is realgeneral,'
Says Randy Morris of the Committee for
Idaho's High Desert, a local environ-
mental group. "And their EIS schedule
doesn't indicate that they much care
what we think."

September scoping meetings were
announced just two weeks before they
occurred, and the Air Force plans to
issue a driift environmental impact state-
ment in less than two months.

Though the bombing range has
drawn the publicity, there is a companion
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HOTLINE
Northwest loggers
sign up

Some 4,400 fluorescent yellow
signs in support of the timber industry
appeared in Idaho's Flathead Valley this
summer, and more are on the way. Dis-
played in front of area homes and busi-
nesses, the signs read: "This family (or
business) supported by timber dollars,"
or simply, "We support the timber indus-
try." Three wives of employees of the
timber industry started making the signs
in late June, reports the Hungry Horse
News. They told the paper that the call

, for more wilderness could cost their hus-
bands their jobs. "I've always been the
silent type," said sign-maker Peggy
Wagner. "But you can't be like that any-
more if you want to save the timber
industry." Local lumber mills continue to
donate the paint and plywood needed to
make the signs.

proposal to designate the Owyhee
Desert's airspace a low-level "supersonic
operations area." It is already a military
operations area, which means, says one

, pilot, that "private pilots can use .the
airspace but have to keep alert for mili-

- IJIry planes doing weird maneuvers very
fast."

It's unclear what further restrictions
and impacts an SOA involves, though
regular and widespread sonic booms
would seem a starting point.

Though the bombing range and
SOA proposals will apparently both be
covered by the environmental impact
statement, the decision makers are differ-
ent. Congress has final say on the land
withdrawal for the range, and the Federal
Aviation Administration decides about
the SOA.

After the four hearings, people
seemed confused about whether the low-
level supersonic flight is a firm part of
the Air Force proposal. The Air Force
said it plans a two-tier environmental
impact study.

The first will cover range size and
supersonic flights above 5,000 feet. The
second' study will cover details on the
ground: impact areas, grazing and low-
level supersonic flight.

Idaho Rep. Richard Stallings, D,
sharply criticized the Air Force for its
vagueness. He-said it had a detailed.out-
line of action and alternatives but
refused to make it public for the hear-
ings.

Other politicians who have criti- '
cized the military expansion are Rep.
Larry Craig, R-Idaho, and to a lesser
extent, Idaho Sen. James McClure, R.

"The Air Force has asked, for .way ,
too much," says Craig, whose district
holds the bombing range and affected
ranchers. "The impact is just going to be
unacceptable ... to all the existing, cur-
rent use in that area."

Gov. Andrus 'has said little publicly,
apparently hoping for a compromise. A
supporter is Sen. Steve Symms, R-ldaho,
who endorsed the expansion on national
security grounds.

Trumpeter swan

Swans need help
The Rocky Mountain trumpeter

swan should be put on the threatened
and endangered species list, says the Ida-
ho chapter of the Wildlife Society. The
group, an association of wildlife biolo-
gists, filed the petition with the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service after up to 100
swans died last winter. The birds starved
when a water diversion to store water for
irrigators caused the Henry's Fork of the
Snake River to freeze. John Connelly;
president of the Idaho chapter of the
Wildlife Society, says the Fish and
Wildlife Service has not officially
responded to the petition. "But we've
heard through the grapevine that, Fish
and Wildlife, has decided that the petition
has merit," he says. The petition details
the problems faced by the trumpeter
population, which winters in the Greater
Yellowstone area of Idaho, Montana and
Wyoming. Problems include lack 'or-
secure nesting areas, low genetic diversi-
ty and inability of weakened swans to
reproduce. Wildlife officials are also
negotiating with local power generators
and the Bureau of Reclamation in an
effort.to buy, water to increase winter
flowsin the river during drought years.

f

BABBS
Speak for yourself,
Colorado Sen. Bill Armstrong, R,

recently blasted the EPA for vetoing the
$1 billion Two Forks dam, a project he
says that Coloradans had already "stud-
ied, decided upon and funded."-s-Pat Ford
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"The general impression I get (in
dealing with the public) is that most citi-
zens don't realize we have bears, don't
realize .we hunt them and are appalled at :
how many are killed. Part of that is igno-I~
ranee on their part," said bear researcher"
Beck.

"I think it's a healthy debate, but it's;
a painful one for the agency and the i
hunters," Beck continued. "We need to 'C

resolve these kinds of questions so that'
in case we do get into a full-scale anti- "
hunting question we are better able to C

defend what we do." !

- On Sept. 14, the Division of"
Wildlife staff recommended shortening
the spring bear hunt to six weeks, from
April I-May 15. Bait and dogs, how-
ever, would still be allowed, although·
bear researcher Bruce Gill says this ear-
lier season would be over before most
females. with cubs emerge from their
dens.

The commission will vote on a new
season structure in November.

Written comments on the Colorado
Bear Management Plan may be sent to
R. Bruce Gill, Colorado Division of
Wildlife, 317 W. Prospect, Fort Collins,
CO 80526.

Colorado debates the ethics of hunting bear in spring
Traditionally, wildlife-management

agencies feel more comfortable talking
about percentages than ethics. But in the
ongoing debate over Colorado's spring
bear hunting season, even cautious biol-
ogists are going public about ethical con-
cerns.

The result could be a change in the
hunt structure, or a continuation of the

-current pattern, which is a two-month
spring season, April I-May 31 this year,
plus a fall season concurrent with rifle
deer and elk seasons.

For some strict preservationists, the
flashpcint issue is not the total black
bear population in Colorado, estimated
at 8,000-12,000 animals, but the loss of
lactating female black bears. When their

, mothers die, so do cubs.
A second issue is the "fairness" of

hunting bears with hounds and of setting
up bait stations of sweet or rotting food.
Both are permitted in the spring season
only.

Throughout the 19th century and
until 1935, bears were simply "varmints"
and could be killed on sight, particularly
if they were found on grazing land.
Although largely vegetarian, black bears
do scavenge dead livestock and some
individuals have been known to progress
to killing sheep and caule,

Stockmen in Colorado are allowed
to kill bears "harassing livestock." Since
1933, dead bears were supposed to be
reported to the state's wildlife agency,
but compliance is and always has been
poor.

An undetermined number of bears
are killed by poachers, perhaps nearly as
many as by legal hunters.

"Our gut feelingis that both of these
(poaching and ranchers' kills) can be
pretty substantial," said Tom Beck, a
bear researcher for the Colorado Divi-
sion of Wildlife.

"But the only group we can do any-
thing with is the licensed sportsmen. It's
not necessarily fair, but it's the only
way.n "

According to Beck, between 409
and 617 bears have been killed by
licensed hunters each year for the past
decade. About 80 percent are killed in '
the spring.

The success ratio for hunters is not
high, considering 4,000-5,000 licenses
are sold each year. Most license sales,
however, are for the fall season and are
made to deer and elk hunters who think
they might chance across a bear.

About 30 percent of the bears killed
each spring legally are females, Beck
said. Of those, about half will have nurs-
ing cubs, typically two apiece.

Since the 1930s, state regulations
have usually prohibited killing bears
with cubs. The current spring season' is
weighted towards male bears, who typi-
cally leave their dens earlier. In addition,
all bears killed by hunters must be
checked by a state wildlife officer, but
Beck and other researchers agree that
many field personnel cannot reliably tell
if a sow was lactating or not. According
to the Division of Wildlife, the percent-
age of females - with or without' cubs
- killed by hunters has been steadily
declining over the past decade.

A sparkplug. in the current debate is
Sherri Tippie of Denver. Tippie, who
works as a hairdresser, founded a loosely

"organized group called Wildlife 2000,
whose members have been pressuring
the Colorado Wildlife Commission to
end the spring bear-hunt. If not success-
ful, she says, the group will mount a
petition drive to make the hunt an issue
on the state ballot.

Black bears

Tippie, whose activities grew from
her work trapping and relocating some
of Denver's growing beaver population,
says she is not against hunting.

Hunters have been her best helpers
in the effort to relocate beavers threaten-
ing Denver's trees, she said.

"I worked for Cleveland Amory's
organization for five years and I found it
very frustrating," Tippie said by way of
comparison. "When it carne time to roll
up their sleeves and do something,
everyone had something else to do. They
just stand on the sidelines and say'
'Hunters are murderers.' But probably
the most effective and the best people at
doing things for wildlife I've ever met
are hunters," she said.

" Tippie and Wildlife.2000 oppose a
spring hunt both because cubs are lost
and because bait and hounds are permit-
ted.

While a Division of Wildlife official '
estimated that perhaps only 50-100
"houndsmen" hunt bears in the state,
spreading piles of bait - meat scraps,
donuts and other enticements to a bear's
sweet tooth - is common. Regulations
adopted by the DOW in response to
pressure from the Forest Service and
Bureau of Land Management require
bait stations to be more than 400 yards
from campgrounds or trailheads and
posted with the baiter's name and
address.

Some hunters argue that since bears
are scavengers and sometimes predators,
enticing them with bait is as "ethical" as
enticing a trout with a worm or
grasshopper. And since bears' territories
are large, setting out bait establishes
whether a bear is in the area or not.

.Beck, however, says wiidlife agen-
cies have created a double standard.

"We could hunt deer and elk over
salt or apple pulp, but we don't. We ~
could hunt waterfowl over grain, but we
don't," he noted. "We're uncomfortable
with the issue as an agency because we
have two sets of rules." "

To head off a larger political battle,
Bruce Gill, a Division of Wildlife biolo-
gist, has been chairing meetings among
various groups involved in the bear-man-
agement issue. These include the Safari
Club, the Colorado Wildlife Federation,
Wildlife 2000, Colorado Cattlemen's
Association and the Colorado Wool- '

growers' Association, Sierra Club, Col-"
orado Bowhunters' Association, Col-
orado Houndsmen, and others.

'The heroes of this process are the
participants," Gill said diplomatically. "I
was impressed with the maturity and rea-
sonableness of the people involved."

"Preservationists are viewing this
issue from the perspective of. the single
bear cub; the hunters are viewing it from
'a population perspective," he continued.

, "At the first meeting they agreed it
didn't make Sense to stress population
dynamics because the real issue in con-
tention was an ethical issue: Is it ethical
to hunt a female with cubs when there
are viable alternatives?"

Feedback from the meetings will be
reflected in the fourth draft of the stale'S
new bear-management plan, now in the
hands of Gill and his colleagues and due
to be presented to the Colorado Wildlife
Commission, which sets regulations, in
September. The commission will VOleon
the plan in November.

The largest of the participating
groups, the Colorado Wildlife Federa-
tion, has many hunters as members but is
split on the baiting issue, said executive
director Steve Blomeke.

"As an organization we've support-
ed a spring bear season - we think the
species can stand it - but we want to
see that no lactating sows are taken if
possible," Blomeke said.

"We think hunters have a responsi-
bility to do all they can to increase the
chance that they can identify sows with
cubs in the spring and avoid them.
Maybe they need to take a required
course similar to the (required) hunter-
safety course," he added.

"I don't think non-hunters ought to
determine what the regulations are for
hunters, but hunters ought to be aware of
public opinion," Blomeke said. In any
case, he added, "decisions ought to be
made on what's best for the species."

Although Gill and other biologists
are trained to work primarily from scien-
tific data, they are increasingly aware of
public opinion as they design wildlife-
management plans. While a 1986 survey
showed three-fourths' of all Coloradans
support hunting as- a, wildlife-manage-
ment tool, support for bear hunting,
which is seen mainly as a "trophy" hunt,
may be lower.

- Chas S. Clifton

HOTLINE
Brewery puUs
advertising

Stroh's Brewery Company withdrew
its sponsorship of a National Audubon
Society TV series on the Northwest's
ancient forests, and two pro-timber,
groups are claiming victory. Members of,
the Oregon Project and the Yellow Rib- ;
bon Coalition say their letter-writing,
campaign convinced the brewer to drop
its support of the series, "Ancient'
Forests: Rage Over Trees." Peter Stroh, )
chairman of the beer company, said the:
decision to drop their $600,000 sponsor- )
ship was due to ftnancial considerations'
rather than public pressure. A'
spokeswoman for Turner Broadcasting'
Network said the four-part series will run ;
as scheduled on cable television, starting
Sept. 24.

Corporate poUuters to
get the biU

Corporate polluters may have to pay
billions of dollars more for damaging the
environment if a recent federal court rul-
ing is allowed to stand. The decision,
made unanimously by a three-judge pan-
el of the U.S. Court of Appeals in Wash-
ington, D.C., says that regulations draft-
ed by the Interior department requiring
polluters to pay only the market value of
damaged natural resources 'are "directly
contrary to the expressed intent of
Congress." The judges spelled it out:
"From the bald eagle to the blue whale
and snail darter, natural resources have
values that are not fully captured by ihe
market system." The Interior department
regulations were challenged by 10 envi-
ronmental groups and three states. They
said that the rules, adopted in 1980,
failed to make polluters pay the full
costs of restoring the environment to its

. original condition. Interior department
spokesman Steven Goldstein told the
New York TImes that his agency had not
decided whether to appeal. "We will
abide by the courts, of course," he said.
"However, we are concerned that public
policy regarding oil resources is being
discussed based on the high level of
emotion that still exists after the Valdez
tanker spill."
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SAVING THE PLATTE National Wildlife Federation'-""';'" 'o •• II•••~•••O' :-=-"o:,-.J;:, •• :'~.o!~;';:"-~., r: •.... " .- ... .. ., .. , ••~ ,..",." r!- aft='
Pioneers traveling through western .:- e!:-' •••• f,"" '." ...r::···I.....f.·!I.

Nebraska noted that the Platte River was "a THE TOXIC ·~~t:';~:'::~~.\i:r.,"-.~i'~~"t:.
mile wide and an inch deep." Now, dams and •• ..~~!. ~Y) ,
irrigation projects as far away as Wyoming _ "."""~,,
have reduced much of the river to 'a narrow . t 'f <-

channel, drying up wet meadows and threat- ... I
ening wildlife. A Platte River Network Con-
ference scheduled for Oct. 7-8 aims to dis· . .
cuss these problems while looking for solu- -;:.:_.of;'-'
lions. Sponsored as a joint project of national WIW HARMONY .:.-.<.
conservation groups,! the conference is for Short summers, little sunlight and per-
volunteers rather than conservation profes· mafrost make the North Woods ecosystem in.
sionals. Scheduled events include workshops Canada ~dAlaska a fragile one. In Wild
on identifying issues and taking actio~ orga- - Th e 500 Largest Releases of Harmony, Animals of th,e North, University
nizing locally and across state lines, and Toxic Chemicals in, the United States of Manitoba profess.or William O. Pruitt
increasing public awareness. Registration for 1987 describes a landscape as vulnerable as it is
volunteers is·$50 and $100 for professionals THE TOX'C 51JO harsh. The subarctic "taiga" zone is home to
and includes lodging and meals. Write Insti- " "Which are the nation's biggest polluters? red squirrels, carioou, moose and wolves,
tute for Conservation Leadership, c/o Nebras-
ka Wildlife Federation, 410 S. 11th St., Lin- The Toxic SOO, a one-inch-thick report from through whose eyes the book is narrated, and
coIn, NE 68508 (2021797-6656). the National Wildlife Federation, attaches a we see the degradation of their habitat at the

name and address to the nation's major hands of agriciIltural and mining newcomers.
offenders for 1987. Compiled from data pro- First printed in 1960, the book has been
vided to the government under the Superfund called a classic by writer Farley Mowat.
Amendments and Reauthorization Act, the Nick Lyons Books, 31 West 21 St., New
list includes plants producing steel, ahi- York, NY 100~0. Paperback: $9.95. 180
minum, petroleum and chemicals in 44 states, pages. Illustrated.
including the West. The largest polluters were A DEEP CONFERENCE
in Texas and Louisiana, while facilities in Billed as the first Colorado-area biore-
Texas, Pennsylvania.,' fudiana and New York gional conference, "Rediscovering Home" is
released the most cancer-causing chemicals. set for the University of Colorado in Boulder .
Of the more than 20 companies in the West Oct. 14. under the sponsorship.of the CU
that made the cut, the worst offenders includ- Environmental Center and several local busi~
ed Kennecott Utah Copper in Salt Lake City, nesses and non-profit organizations. Biore-
Utah, which released 159 million pounds of gionalists try to define regions by natural
toxins in a year; Asarco Inc. in Hayden, boundaries such as watersheds, rather than by
Ariz., which released 36 million pounds; C.P. political borders that often ignore boundaries
& 1. Steel Corp. in Pueblo, Colo., which made by nature. Bill Devall, professor at
released more than II million pounds; and Humboldt State University in Arcata, Calif.,
Boise Cascade Papers in St. Helens, Ore., and author of Deep Ecology, will deliver the
which released eight million 'pounds. Authors keynote address. Workshops will examine
Norman L. Dean, Jerry Poje and Randall 1. sustainable energy options for Colorado,
Burke suggest 10 steps communities can take roadless areas as a last refuge for wildlife and
to reduce toxic pollution from factories near- biodiversity, and the boundaries of Col-
by. For a copy of the $25 report, write orado's bioregion. For more information,
National Wildlife Federation, 1400 16th St. contact Garth Harwood at the CU Environ-
N.W .• Washiogton, D.C. 20036 (800/432- mental Center, Campus Box 207, Boulder,
6564). co 80309 (303/492-8308).

r,met 1HI eff.;V2

DEFINING
YEUOWSTONE'S ECOSYSTEM

Do the wildlife of Yellowstone National
Park have enough space? Supporters of a
concept called ecosystem management think
not. They want the 12 million acres of public
lands around the 2.2 million-acre park man-
aged with: migrating wildlife in mind. But
developers and some government officials
say that too much emphasis on the habitat
needs of wildlife could threaten the area's
economy. A new publication by Tim W.
Clark aod Ann H. Harvey of the Northern
Rockies Conservation Cooperative. a group
dedicated to species diversity, sheds light on
this decades-old debate. Their 51-page Man-
agement of the Greater Yellowstone Ecosys-
tem: An Annolaled Bibliography, sununarizes
26 "key'· studies written about the subj~t
between 1971 aod 1987. It also provides a
thorough discussion of the pros and- cons of
managing the area to emphasize the health of
its wildlife. Research sources are included.
For a free copy, write :N~rthem Rockies Con-
servation Cooperative, P.O. Box 2705, Jack-
son, WY 83001 (307{733-6856).
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LIFE ON THE EDGE
A "thin green line" borders Colorado's

rivers and streams. Envirorunentalists and
recreational users value this riparian zone as
habitat for native animals and plants. But it
also plays an important role in sustaining
land used for grazing. To demonstrate both
the economic and biological value of good
riparian management, the Colorado Riparian
Association will present a conference. "Man-
aging Colorado's Riparian Resources," on
Oct 2 at Western State College in Gmmison.,
Colo. The conference aims to be a meeting of
minds between people who live off or man-
age the land and resource specialists.
Ranchers. professors and representatives of
various government agencies will conduct the
13 half-hour workshops. Registration is $25
for members of the association and $35 for
non-members. For more information call
David Kuntz (303/866-6587) or Reeves
Brown (303/296-1112).

ACCESS
NEAT STlIFF
UTAH AUDUBON is seeking an environ-
mental lobbyist for the 1990 session. Duties
will require full-time residence in Salt Lake
City in January and February and part-time in
November aod December of 1989. The lob-
byist will coordinate research of legislative
issues and chapter participation for all four
Utah chapters. Total salary: $4,000 plus

, expenses. Send resume to Susan Kuziak,
2743 E. Commonwealth, Salt Lake City, UT
84109 by Qct. 7. For more infonnation call
801/750-0253, 467-7192 or 773-0481.
(lxI8p)

EXECUTIVE DIREcTOR, Great Bear Foun-
dation: starting date approximately December
1989. Responsibilities include fundraising;
business and financial management; board
development; planning; external communica-
tions; representing the Great Bear FOlUldation
in a high profile program of growth and
development. Qualifications include proven
record of achievement in fundraising, staff
and business management, and organization
development; writing and speaking skills;
enthusiastic, personable, and committed;
must be willing to live in Montana; not nec-
essarily a biologist or bear expert. Salary:
$30,000.00 per year for proven fundraiser
willing to accept position with first six
months salary guaranteed. Send cover letter,
resume. and letters of reference to Lance
Olsen., President. Great Bear Foundation, PO
Box 2699, Missoula, MT 59806. (1x18)

THE WESTERN ENVIRONMENTAL Job-
letter is the environmentalist·s monthly.
employment directory listing job openings in
western North America, including Canada.
For subscription information: WEl, P.O. Box
81JOH.LaPorte, CO 80535. (2x14 p)

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY - Let the sun
work for you. Solar electricity for your home
or RV. Free information. Photocomm, 2555
N. Hwy 8"9, Chino Valley, AZ 86323.
602/636-2201 or 602/778-1616. (ufnl7B)

SHARON D. CLARK. ATTORNEY AT
LAW. ENVIRONMENTAL LAW, LAND·
USE, and WATER LAW. 20 Boulder Cres-
cen~ Colorado Springs. CO 80903. (719/473-
9966). (lOxI4p)

WESTERN COWRApO 97.5-acre retreat
inside national forest. Home and homestead
cabin planned for self-sufficiency. Near
Pagosa Springs with year round access. Strik-
ing mOWltamv-iews. Solar. timber, meadows,
wildlife, electricity, phone, satellite. Magnifi-
cent seclusion. $395,000. Treece Land,
303/243-4170. (3x14 B)

SMILING GULCH RANCH, LINCOLN,
MONTANA: 205 acres, open and wooded,
with streams and pond. 9,600 square foot
Tamarack home, caretakers' home and new
Ponderosa log building suitable for another
home, barn or activity center. One mile from
Big Blackfoot River. Aircraft hangar at Lin-
coln airport included. Excellent potential for
development into business operation.
$975,01JO.. (M.A.l. appraised $1,165,000).
Brochure and video available. Contact Park- ,
ers: 5351 North Sterling Center Drive, West-
lake Village, CA 91361. 818/889-3600 or
FAX 818/991-2808. In Montana, 406/362-
4955 or FAX 406/362-4578. (2xI7p)

Solar Electricity Today
Dependablepower for homes, cabins, water pumping& R.V.'s

c~ YouCan Have
. Solar Electricity

Today!
From the arctic to
the tropic,
thousands of people
are now using quiet,
pollution free, easy
to install energy
from ARGO Solar.

Natural Resource Co.
P.O. Box 91

Victor, 1083455
(208)787-2495

ARCOSolar

/

WAH WILDERNESS ROUNDUP
If you want to know about wildemes& in

Utah, then don't miss the fourth annual
Wilderness Roundup at the Moab Civic Cen·
ter, Sept. 30-0ct. 1. Sponsored each year by
the Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance, .the
conference offers a chance to learn about the
1964 Wilderness Act, different wilderness
proposals for Utah and the effect of wilder-
ness on local economies. Speakers include
Utah Rep. Wayne Owens, D. sponsor of a
5.l-million-acre wilderness bill; Utah's state
Sen. Francis Farley, D, an advocate of
wildemess,_ and former congressional candi-
date; Tom Watkins, editor of Wilderness
Magazine; and Myles Rademan, city planner
for Park City, Utah. Also planned are hikes
and other outings. For more information
write SUWA, 436 E. Alameda Ave., Salt
Lake City, UT 84111 (801/532-5959).

Position Available:
COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR

With:
GREATER YELLOWSTONE

COALITION
Deadline:

OCTOBER 15, 1989
For More Information, Contact:

Gwen Arnesen
Greater Yellowstone Coalition

P.O. Box 1874
Bozeman, Montana 59715

406-586-1593

Research
Associate
National Resources Policy·
The BOARD ON AGRICULTURE of the
National Research Council invites appli-
cations·for the pas'itian of Research
Assoc!ate. Candidates should
demonstrate a solid scientific back-
ground in rangeland and forest ec,ology,
and soil and water science; a working
knowledge of federal public land and
water policy in relation to agriculture in
the western UnitedState~; and ability to
evaluate scientific and policy implica-
tions of current programs. Position

- requires an MAIMS or equivalent, prefer-
ably in natural resource management OJ
policy, range ecology,or arid land hydro-
logy, and at least 2 years related experi-
ence. The ability to synthesize large
amounts qf informationand communicate
science to nonscientists is essential. We
offer a salary commensurate with experi-
ence and an exceptional benefits pack-
age. Please send a confidential resume!
cv and the names of three references 10:

National Research Council
BA IHA 394·RWI
2101Constitution Avenue
N.W.,Washington, D.C. 20418

Save
Trees

... We offer beautiful
recycledpaper products.
Gift wrap, greeting cards,

stationery, and many office,
printing, copy, and computer papers. In
the u.s. people throwaway 100 billion
pounds of paper yearly. Help us change
that. Send for our 32-page color catalog.

EARTH CARE PAPER INC.
Box 3335, Dept. 16 Madison, WI 53704

(608) 256-5522
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he 20-year-long history of High Country News is romantic because it is tragic. The tragedy is not directly of
the newspaper, although those who ran it have at times met with tragedy. The tragedy is of the rural,
inland West that High Country News has reported on, analyzed.and-loved for two decades.

This ongoing tragedy played midwife to High Country News.The paper is an indicator species, a
weed able to establish and maintain itselfbecause the land and society were so ravaged, exhausted and
bewildered that. an ecological niche opened for it. " , \
,It is too soon to say if HCNssurvival is a precursor of WeSterI).renewal or another Sign, in a long series

of such signs, of continuing decline. But it can be said that thepaper's.founding by rancher-teacherr" .
wildlife biologist Tom Bell in 1970 in the isolated town of Lander, in the isolated, rural, sparsely settled
state of Wyoming, was neither accident nor fluke. It was an historic event; the ground for its birth had been
laid by a century of Western history. _

A TOUGH WEED
TAKES ROOT

• IN THE
'DEVASTATED WEST
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, by Ed Marston,
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ED MARSTON has been publisher oj High CountryNewssince 1983.

That history has been recounted often:
the destruction of the beaver and bison, the
conquering. and segregation onto
reservations of Native Americans, the
plowing of the plains, the dammingof rivers,
the overgrazing of any grass that was not ,
plowed under, and the fencing of the range.

Weare stillvery close to these events and
so cannot tell when or whether the current
cycle of destruction and exhaustion has
reached its nadir.· But the 1960smay have
been the low point. The rangeland had
been. bit hardest in the early decades of the
livestock industry, in the late 1800s, when
hordes of cattle and sheep devastated the
healthy, perennial grasslands.
. The destruction was slowed after that by

the ranchers' realization of the damage and
by federal action. But decline continued in
many places. With each passing year, the
West as. a whole became capable of
supporting fewer eattle, sheep and wildlife,
Streams and springs that originallyran year-
round ran only in the spring or after
rainstorms, thanks to the destruction of their
watersheds. .

In the grip of the harsh, remorseless
ecological-economic squeeze caused by
depletion of the land, and with the help of
federal agencies such as the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service and the Bureau of Land
Management, many Wyoming ranchers, like
their counterparts' throughout the West,
turned on the wildlife: fencing it out,
poisoning it, shooting it.

The exhaustion of the land had another
effect. Western leaders, despairing of the
agricultural economic base, became ever
more intent on developing energy and
mineral resources. Stripmines, coal-fired
power plants, uranium mines and mills, oil
and gas wells, and gold and silver mines
became more necessary. In the absence of
reform of agricultural and other land use
practices, and of a healthy rural culture,
mines, rnillsandpowerplants wereneeded to
"provide jobs for our children." .
, The destruction of thenaturalworld is

not unique to the mountains, plains and
deserts of the inland West. It had happened .
before in the Northeast; it was golng on in'
the-1960s' in' the tidelands of the American'
South; it.was an old story in Appalachia; it
was far advanced in California.

-But the Inland West was different
. because - despite great destruction- much
survived. Mountains' still dominated the
landscape, however much they might be
riddled with mines, roads and clearcuts, the
air remained clear, making the Western
landscape the only American HbCiSdlp'ethat
could be seen; the West's population
remained small. Even today, 10 inland
Western states together - one millionsquare
miles - contain fewer than 14 million
people, most of them clustered in four urban
areas.
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Moreover, although the existing society
had exacted a terrible toll from the land, and
was entering on a final stage of destruction, it
was not a corrupt society. The Western states
were run according to the rules of rural
cronyism, but the people retained strong
populist beliefs, underlain by idealism,
friendliness, and worship of hardwork.

As part of its attempt to rescue itself from
economic decline brought on by the trashing
of the land, the West had failed to wean itself
from the' federal government, and had
remained as dependent on the United States
Treasury as the Indian nations in its midst.

The Anglo West has always refused to
recognize that dependence. It has always
asked for money in the most arrogant of
terms, as if it were owed. The refusal to
recognize dependency angers critics, but it
has had a positive effect: Westerners retained
pride, a belief in their independence, and
idealism that would have perished had they
become conscious of the region's, and their
own, beggar status.

It was these ecological, economic and
social circumstances that created Tom Bell -
a native Wyomingite, an idealist, a deeply
reltglous man, and a rural person through
and through. Bell was most shaped by his
love of nature and by his reaction to the
collapse of the West's natural world brought
on by man's bludgeoning of it.

One of his several responses was to
found High Country News as his pulpit. From
it, in tones reminiscent of an Old Testament
prophet, he preached his gospel: evil, selfish,
blind men - ranchers, miners, loggers,
politicians, bureaucrats - were destroying
the natural world, the world Bell most cared
a1?.?'!~~·k',-:u:),,;;IJ::..ol-. '-,t';) (j.1 ...'-)'"1;.:',,' :.;,f·'"-~~.-.,r<_',-;f~-!

In his four years of publishi!,&jt:!gp
Country News, Bell set the agenda for what is
so far a 20,year-long effort. He took on .the
miners, theloggers, and the federal and state
bureaucrats. But his most passionate battles
were with his fellow ranchers: with Van
Irvine, for example, who illegally fenced
wildlife off public land and even posted that
public land against trespass, and against
Herman Werner, who paid bounties to a
helicopter pilot to shoot 570 eagles out of the
skies above Werner's ranch to protect his
livestock.

His other heated battle was against his
nemesis - rancher and two-term Governor
Stanley Hathaway. Like Bell, Hathaway was a .
native of Wyomil1g. And like Bell, he no
doubt sensed the decline in Wyoming of rural
life and economies. But he did not seek
reform and renewal of the land and wildlife;
instead he went courting energy and mining
companies.

In.the short term; Hathaway's strategy has
triumphed not just in' Wyoming but
throughout the West. What-waS happening in .
Wyoming was happening in Utah, Idaho,_
-Colorado and Montana, and people in those
states read the early HCNs with greater
attention than they paid to their local papers,'
which, more often than not, ignored these
major issues.

The triumph of Hathaway's strategy
throughout the West meant that dirty air,
abandoned uranium pits, damaged aquifers
and sprawling trailer towns were added to an
already exhausted range, decimated wildlife
and over-logged forests. .

It was against this fast-running tide of
resource development - pushed by the
nation's thirst for energy and minerals, and
pulled by the depletion of the West's
sustainable resources of range, water and

forest - that Bell set himself and his paper. It
was his fate to be on the spot, with the only
indigenous organ of dissent, throughout the
period when the West was both' most
desperate, and felt closest to rescue by the
energy and minerals industries from the deep
pit it had been digging for a century.

Reading those four years of HCN - from
1970 to 1974 - is like reading about thefirst
few years of world War II: a string of defeats·
interrupted only by harbingers of coming
defeats. .

Bell himself, in a March 31, 1972:column,
reached back to the war to explain to his'
readers what was happening in the West:

"High over the lands of eastern Europe,
during World War II, I used to look out from
my perch in the nose of the bomber and
think to myself, 'Gee, this is like sitting in the " The +r,oumph of
balcony of the theater back home .. .' Even I jill
though there were enemy fighters screaming
through our formation or ominous black H '+h '
clouds of flak hung all around, I just couldn't . OJ lOW oy S
believe it.

"Almost incredulously, I find myself in . + + +h h' t
somewhat the same position now ... I sit here SIra Iegy I j roug ou
as I once did in the nose of that plane, and it
is as if I were on another planet. . +h IA Itt

"I remember I once looked out across the II e vves mean
span of two wings and into the eyes of a

German fighter pilot. My only thought was, +hat dlorfy al.°r,
'My God, I don't even know him. He looks II
just like me, but heis trying to kill me!'

"And now it is that I look across the table b ,/ d .
at a profit-motivated industrialist and ask a anuone uranIum
myself how it is that he is so innocently
committing my children to a destiny as 01, ,/. d
g~~i~:~a~Sa~~':~~~~~~~t~~~: ~~~~~os~ phS, uamage
casually-weighed against ctea'tion."; !; -a ""aquifers and

ell, because he felt the destruction

.of.Jandand wildlife so deeply, and SpraW'IOng +rOlo'er.
because he was so much a part of 'I II 1'1
the society he was attacking,

~~~~~:r~I~nSU~~u:~:~~ot~m;:~~~~ towns were" ada,ed
in 1974, leaving the paper in the
hands of what were to become . I :d >

several overlapping generations of younger to an alre.a .Y..' ';."
people, as one group carried its burden fOJ a
time before handing it on to the next h d'
generation. Interestingly, with the exception ex aus~..e rang'e,
of a Denverite, Bell's successors were all from

~~~u~~:sts or the Midwest, from cities or decimated wildlife
They came to Lander to take over from a <

man who instinctively understood the rural d l d
West's land and society. Inevitably, they .an OVer ogg· e·,
lacked his sense of the land, of rural "
economies, and of the Western rural society. n
They·.also lacked. his rural, religious ores+C'o
fundamentalism - his sense of evil. With the 'I IJ
departure ·'of Ben, the paper stopped'
thundering and has not thundered since.

But Bell's. successors had an important
strength: They did not realize the extent to
which they were living in the debris of what
had been- - a century ago - an intact,
natural world. And so they lacked Bell's
enormous sense of loss, and also his heartfelt
anger and bitterness against those who had
turned a golden land into an exhausted,
wasted land.

In fact, to those who succeeded Bell, the
West still had the dew' on it. They had come
from much more ravaged places, and they
could set about fighting for the West's still-
clean air, the surviving forests, and the small
communities with more optimism and less
sense of doom than Bell.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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It may be that those who succeeded Bell
were also aided by their sense of the
momentous job that had been thrust on them.
Joan Nice and Bruce Hamilton hadn't come
to Lander iq)973 to run High Country NfiWS,
They had come to help Bell run the, paper,
Their plans were to go to Alaska after a year
or so in Lander.

Instead, it was Bell who moved on,
leaving Nice and Hamilton to decide whether
HCNwas to live or die, They were young for
such a burden - Nice was 25 and Hamilton
22. Moreover, they were strangers in the land,

Nloce and he'r and they had seen the way the paper had
, chewed upsomeone older and wiser.

Despite that, they undertook the job -

k h d Joan and Bruce together from 1974 to 1977,COWOl ers a and then Joan, with the help of a continuing
stream of new people - Marjane Ambler,

b h k f Dan Whipple, jaz McDonald, Hannah, egun fJ etas 0 . Hinchman, justas Bavarskis, into the early
1980s. They made, at the most, $300 a month

d to ° h IA I plus all the camaraderie, work and isolationre ellnlng i e VVest, they~;~~~~:~~dNicewaS-readytoleaveHCN,

n she and her coworkers had created an

a.~ay 'rOm' enduring institution. They had also begun the'I task of redefining the West, away from

b d l cowboys and cattle and an indestructible

COIAI oys an coff e landscape, and toward a fragile, arid land
VV i II J about to be destroyed by, those who lived

d there and those who coveted its resourcesan an' from afar.
The traditional West had its daily and

d bl weekly newspapers, its logging and mining'Ion es frUCf,° e and ranching trade journals, and most of the
III I J readers and all of the advertising. High

~ d d Country News, however, had as subscribersan scape "'OIJllor a' regional and national newspaper reporters,
'I II VV I 'I ' academics, some' government officials, and

i,' the region's thin band of middle classtrag'l"le''orl"d 10"n' d' reformers. That was enough. Between themI kl II I II /I.'" ~'- staff, writers and readers - they were to
, become a major part of the movement thatabout to be' ';;,~:to change the way in which the West was

Bell could be passionate because he

des frayed by fhose' knew the West with the native's inherentI I I I j knowledge. Nice and her fellows turned to
journalism for their knowledge. They ekedIJIlho covefed /"4,5 out information; they wrote their stories in a

VV, II I. pointillistic style, rather than with broad
brush strokes, They eschewed Bell's religious

resources trom alar. convictions and sense of good and evil inI J I II favor of economic, social and political
analysis,

In this, they were in step with the new
conservation constituency in the region. HCN
still spoke to the region's old-timers, but its
natural audience was people who were as
new to the West as the paper's staff. Editors,
writers and readers were learning together,
finding their way through the West's thicket
of history, people and practical knowledge.

During the Nice-Hamilton years, HCN
was a mix of a western Nation, Whole Earth
Review, and Mother Earth News. It rose to
eloquence, but for the most part it was nuts
and bolts - it explored the West's local
politics, the impact on the region of national
pol itics, and the region's economics and
biology.

That phase ended when Nice turned the
paper over to Geoff O'Gara in 1979. O'Gara,
like those before him, struggled with the
paper's eternal questions: Was it too
presumptuous toward the West's long-time
residents and economies? Was there still a
need for an environmental newspaper? How
could the paper pay its staff more than $300
per month?

His answer was three-fold: G'Gara
converted the paper from a starving sole-

proprietorship still owned by Bell into a
starving nonprofit foundation with a board of
directors; he made the paper more a
magazine and less a hometown weekly by
emphasizing sharper writing and by bringing

" in Kathy Bogan to redesign' the"paper; and he'
spent moriey less conservatively, buying new
equipment, and paying staff and writers
more.

Nice had run a conservative, stable
operation. But there was no successor along
her lines. O'Gara, his eye on the Atlantic as a
model, had different ambitions for HCN. He
completed the transformation of High
Country Newsfrom the indigenous paper Bell
had started to bring the West back to its roots
into a journal relatively free of the past -
one prepared to remake the West in a new
image.

O'Gara was followed in 1982 by a team:
director Jill Bamburg in charge of
administration and fundraising and Dan
Whipple, a veteran staff member, as
managing editor. They faced a problem:
Although the paper had a more modern look
and was a slicker read, it was still in its
historic circulation level of 3,000 to 4,000 - a
level that didn't even meet the modest
$100,000-a-year budget.

To meet a cash flow crisis that required
the staff to layoff their once-a-week janitor,
Bamburg took to the road, visiting potential
large donors and finding enough
contributions to save the paper, yet again.
She also obtained the paper's first foundation
grant, from Tides in San Francisco.

But' for a variety of reasons it wasn't
enough. In spring 1983, Bamburg, Whipple
and Bogan told the High Country Foundation
board that they were leaving, and that they
knew of no one in Lander who co;uld
continue to do the paper.: ~

he Lander chapter of HCN ended
in late summer 1983, when the
paper's board of directors voted to
move it to Paonia, Colo.
Superficially, Paonia resembled
Lander, right down to having a
U.S. Steel coal mine to match
Lander's U.S. Steel iron mine, But

in comparison with Wyoming, Colorado is a
mega-state, and even small, rural towns in
Colorado are less wild, less Western, less
isolated and less subject to harsh weather
than Wyoming towns.

The move occurred because there was no
one left in Lander, or elsewhere in Wyoming,
willing to pick up HCN; after 14 years, the
paper had run out of cannon fodder. The
move opened a new chapter in the paper's
history - a chapter that will be best
understood and told by some future staff in

, some other Western town celebrating High
Country News 40th anniversary.

Much has been written in praise of the
pioneers who came West in covered wagons
or on foot, pushing handcarts across the
plains. They showed courage, determination,
and an ability to work incredibly hard.

But the achievements of the founder of
High Country News and of those who
followed him in Lander will eventually loom
larger. For this next wave of pioneers came
into a land and society that was a more
desperate and impoverished place than
anything the 19th-century pioneers
encountered. And the task the High Country
News people, and the informal cohorts
throughout the West's small and scattered
communities, set for themselves is so
immense and so problematic that one can
only wonder at their undertaking it..
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THE QUIET REVOLUTIONARY
by Mariane Ambler

n 1970, High Country Newswas born of Tom Bell's passion. For five
years its pages thundered with his outrage at ranchers, politicians and
corporations that threatened Wyoming's water, wild lands and animals.

The noisy tabloid reflected both Bell's personality and the changing times,
as the rural West roused to face the nation's appetite for its resources.

Thomas A. Bell grew up in Wyoming and tried several different
vocations before arriving at the door of the Camping News Weekry- High

Country News predecessor - at age 45. His approach to conservation
issues was a curious combination of toughness and vulnerability. Armed
with bachelor's and master's degrees in wildlife conservation and game
management, he started his career with the Wyoming Game and Fish

Department, not because he wanted to be a hunting cop, but because of
the sensitivity to wild creatures that he acquired as a boy inWyoming,

lying on river banks watching fish spawn.
His principles drove him to resign from the department dramatically,

not once but twice, the second time in 1959.He thought untrained game
wardens had too much power over game management, and he said so

loudly.
His next career, or rather the same career in a different arena, was as a

junior high science teacher, where he conveyed his love of wild things as
part of his lessons.

While teaching, Bell wrote a column called "HighCountry" for the local
newspaper in Lander, primarily as an outlet for his pent-up feelings about

the Wyoming Game and Fish Department. But his interests were wide-
ranging. .In1963,he wrote a column mourning the passing of Pres. John F.
Kennedy and wildlife biologist Glaus]. Murie, saying'they were "great and

dedicated conservation leaders."

MARJAHE AMBlER worked as an editorofHigb Country Neus from i974 unIiI1980. She currently liues
and writes in Lake in Yellowstone National Park ...

His published work during this time was
only a fraction of his writings. His files are
filled with eloquent, emotional pleas he
wrote to game and fish commissioners to
allow professionalsto control the wildlife, to
senators to come visit proposed wilderness
areas, and to fellow conservationists to join
battles.

Bellset high standards and did not worry
about offendingpowerful people. In 1970,he
wrote to the regional forester of the U.S.
Forest Service protesting the transfer of
DistrictRanger Harold Wadley.Wadley had
recommended against allowing Louisiana-
Pacific to overcut timber on the Shoshone
National Forest in Wyoming, a warning
vindicated .more than a decade later, when
the L-Pmillin Dubois was shut down for lack
of logs.

Bellsaid, "If there was ever any doubt as
to the abilityof the timber industryto put the
finger on a man in the Service, it has been
completely' dispelled. This kind of thing
leaves nothing but a' bad taste. Sorry to see
the Forest Servicerack up another defeat."

Although the National Wildlife
Federation was one of Bell's favorite
organizations, he wrote to the executive
director in 1968 saying, "National is too
concerned about tax-exempt status and not
enough concerned with the blood and guts
issues. I have great admiration foryour stand
on most issues, but I think I can sometimes
detect an unwillingness to reallyget bloodied
on some fights."

ell, the fierce critic of the Forest
Service and other government
agencies and prodder of national
and local environmental groups,
had as close to an Abe Lincoln
upbringing as one can have in 20th
century America. He grew up in'

the small,isolated community of Lander, and
was elected student body president in both
high schooland college.

After the war and his service with
Wyoming Fish and Game he taught until
1966.In that year, he quit teachingand began
his real career. From a personal point of
view, it was not a good time to quit: He and
his wife, Tommie, had two boys in college
and two adopted sons at home.

Buthe had a message to transmit,and so
he left his junior high post, promising
Tommie that he would try writing for a year.
But he wasn't yet ready to begin writing.
Instead, in 1967 he formed the Wyoming
Outdoor Coordinating Council and served as
its unpaid executive director. Among the
organizations WOCC was set up to
coordinate was the Wyoming Wildlife
Federation, which he had headed in 1965,
while stilla teacher.

In 1970, after he had established High
Country News, the second enduring
organizationhe was to create, he said:

"Iview conservation not just as a job nor
as an avocation but as a way of life and a
means to survival for the human race. It is a
deadly serious business in which a person
must be willing to sacrifice, personally as
well as economically."

Andsacrificehe, and his family,did. Bell
savored a good fight but his battles against
the rich and powerful were always fought
from a terriblyweak economic base, forcing
him to time and again expose his underbelly
'when he needed financial help.

Throughout his career as a
conservationist in Wyoming, his zeal and
sensitivity attracted loyal followers and
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''A'maffer of the
utl110st urgency" .

Tom Bell's tetterof Aprjll!!, 1972,
to Gov. Stanley Hatbauiayreads, in
part:

write you as a -concerned
citizen of Wyoming on a
matterof the utrriost urgency,..
like most other natives, I like
Wyoming the way it is. It
greatly disturbs me to see the
profound changes which will
come about in· the next
decade. What disturbs me

even more is to know that proud,
intelligent, Wyoming people could
guide their own destiny if they only
knew what was truly in store.

"Change is always with us ..
Profound change can be directed and
channeled to mitigate the bad and
emphasize the good. The challenge is
. to boldly seize the initiative and
capitalize upon the natural character
and resources of our state. The will and
the desire of the people is here. We
look to you for the wisdom, the
foresight, and the leadership which is
required. -'

"Time is of the essence. We no
longer need to dwell upon progress,
growth, and development. Those are
here, thanks to vast natural stores of
energy resources and this place in time
in the history. of our country when
prodigious amounts of energy are
called for. Our-neednow is to plan how
this growth and development 'can be
accomplished without destroying the
very' social and physical fabric we all
cherish.

:One announcement of gigantic
proposals and projects f0110ws upon
another. Personally,I am overwhelmed
and .frightened at the prospects, given
our present naivete, lack.of knowledge.
. and understanding. We'must.learn·to
deal with such projected developments,
. and quickly, else we .w ill all. be
overwhelmed ...

"We have come to the time and
place in historywhereif we do not do
these things on our own, and at our
own initiative, we will lose our
prerogatives by default to the federal
government. As in all other areas where
our actions are preempted by a federal
monolith, we won't like the results. We
have the opportunity - I say, let's use
it ... "

donors. But itwas at High Country Newsthat
his followers' support took on legendary
characteristics. Mary Margaret Davis had
begun working part-time as a bookkeeper for
the Camping News Weekly in 1968.WhenBell
took over the paper and changed the name to
High Country News, she became office
manager and later typesetter. She remembers
typesetting articles about many topics
unfamiliar to her. A housewife and mother of
four in her 30s, Davis never considered
herself an environmentalist.

A second staffer,Marge Higley, wrote the
"Di staff Corner" 'column and "Loony
Limericks," took photographs, and was in
charge of circuration. She. was more
politically oriented but, like Davis, was
certainly not well-off.

Yet the two women worked alongside
Bell for more than six months without pay
when the newspaper's bank account' hit
.bottom. Several people in Lander, who had
already told Davis they-thought Bellwas too
radical; then thoughtDavis and Higleywere
crazy.

Bell is known as the founder of High
Country News,but he doesn't see it that way.
He says there were four founders - Tommie
Bell, Marge Higley,MaryMargaret Davis and
himself.

Why did Marge and Mary Margaret stay?
"We just stuck by Tom because of the person
he was. He had faith in it, and so you had the
. faith in it, too,"Davissays.

ell says he had gradually evolved
into an environmentalist after
becoming disillusioned with the
Wyoming Game and Fish
Department. The events of the
early 1970sconverted many others
to the conservation ethic. Through
High Country News, Bell gave the

emerging ranks not only information and
inspiration but also the comfort of knowing
they were not alone.

In 1973, his readers demonstrated the
depth of their dedication in what became
known as the "first miracle." Davis
remembers when Bell came into the High
Country News office one day and told her
and Higley that the last bit of money was
gone. He printed that news in the paper, .
saying that, barring a miracle, it was the last
issue. Soon, however, the staff was
dumbfounded to see checks start arriving,
many of them for just a few dollars and some
for much more. Ultimately, readers donated
more than $30,000.

The paper could go on, and the staffwas
paid its back salaries. As important as the
checks to a paper that ran on spirit, were the
accompanying letters of support that
vindicated the sacrifices.. "That just showed
everybody that there were a lot of people
who felt as he did,"Davissays. In three years,
High Country News had made a place for
itself in the West.

To understand that outpouring of
support, one must look at the times and at
Bell's charisma. In 1970,Wyoming had.only
332,416 people, ranked 49th in population,
and, was heading for 5.oth, according to
Wyoming historianT.A. Larson. Wyomingoil
.and gas production ~as decltning., and
experts. only expected six more .years of oil
and 10 of gas. Politically,63 percent of
Wyoming voters that year re-elected
Governor. Stanley K. Hathaway, who
championed developers and growth. They
believed industrial development offered the
only hope that their children would be able

to stay inWyomingafter high school.
Through his "High Country" column in

the Lander newspaper and later.through the
pages of High Country News, Bell made it
clear that he saw a different future for
Wyoming.

He supported legislation for the DuNoir
and Washakiewilderness areas. He criticized
ranchers who constructed fence barriers to
antelope migrations across public lands,
saying the fences constituted a "takingof the
public's natural resources for illegal private
use," He led an attack on the KendallProject,
an incredibly ambitious federal plan to dam
the Green River,drain one of the WindRiver
,Mountains'.most scenic high mountain lakes,
divert the water over the ContinentalDivide,
and irrigatedry lands in southeast Wyoming.
. Another incredible federal proposal,

Project Rullison, would have used
underground nuclear detonations to release
natural gas if High Country News, the
Wyoming Outdoor Council, and Pinedale,
Wyo., area residents had not defeated it. Bell
was also among the first conservationists to
call attention to the problems of clear-cut
timbering and of irrigation of submarginal,
alkaline lands.

In retrospect, those were "practice"
issues. The energy crisis soon overshadowed
everything else and was the crucible that
tested High Country News' usefulness. Bell
quickly saw the threat energy posed to the
region and, while others scoffed, he took
seriously the rumors of massive development.

On April19, 1972,he wrote to Hathaway
pleading for a special session of the
legislature to deal with "impending social,
economic and environmental problems."
Copies of an Oct. 1971 federal report known
as the North Central Power -Studysurfaced
with predictions of dozens of coal-fired
power plants and coal gasification plants for
the Northern Plainsstates.

Hathaway may have been governor, but
in retrospect it is clear that Bell was setting
the terms of the debate for the next 10years.
In that 1972letter and in High Country News,
Bell foresawnot only the very real threats but
also some of the weapons for Wyoming's
self-defense - local control, planning, and
taxes to providefor the coming bust.

The letter suggested an additional
severance tax to be put into a capital reserve
for the timewhen the coal and oilwere gone.
Bell said the consumer, who was demanding
more and more, should pay the taxes passed
on by the energy companies. "Our
philosophy should be: let them pay, for we
will pay a dear price in social freedoms lost,
land lost, amenities lost, clean air lost, and
the complete change from a rural-agricultural
state to a highlyindustrialized one ... ",

Hathaway refused Bell's request for a
special session, saying the energy plans did
not seem imminent, and special sessions of
the legislaturewere "historically ineffective."
In retrospect, a special session may have
made little difference since skepticism about
the scope of industry's plans for the Westwas
widespread. The editor of ScienceNews read
an article by Bell on a giant generating plant
proposal and telephoned, sure that there had
been a mistake.Nothing could be that big, he
said. Afterchecking, he -did a cover story for
his magazine in 1972. elW i \'1' i

The plans were shrouded in secrecy, but
they -were real. The joint government-
industry NorthCentral Power Studypredicted
42 power plants on the Northern Plains. In
1972, the six major Western coal states
produced only 9,000 megawatts of power;
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the study predicted that the northern' states
would produce five times that much by 1980
and 200,000 megawatts by the year 2000.
High Country News publicized the study, and
Bell inspired the Audubon Societyto send a
renowned writer, Alvin M. josephy, jr., to
the West to expose the plans to a national
audience.

Bell's and others' attacks on development
did not go unanswered. All through the
1970s, Hathaway and Wyoming's state-wide
newspaper, the Casper Star-Tribune,
portrayed Belland other environmentalists as
voices in the wilderness. Historian Larson
quotes Hathaway as saying in 1973:"Mr.Bell
speaks so often and it seems to me out of
focus so-much. He hasn't said anything good
about this administration for sixyears."

A Star-Tribune editorial in March 1974
said, "The'no growth" philosophy of meeting
the energy crisisof the future, enunciated in a
talk In-Casperbyecologlst-editor Tom Bell-of
Lander, has scant appeal for mostAmericans."
Later the newspaper referred to the "smallbut
strldent minority- most of whom have spent
scant 'years in Wyoming and less in actual
work - clutching the hatchet, Carrie Nation
fashion, and hacking away at anything that
stands in their way."

Yet the gentle crusader was not a young,
Eastern transplant, and he was 'difficult to
dismiss. Bell didn't hesitate to exploit his
family'Sroots. Not only was he a native, but
his great grandfather, Edward Alton,served in
the Army in Wyoming in 1868. Bell's
grandfather was a string-team freighter and
his father a rancher and coal miner.

"1would venture there are few whites
who can trace their ancestry so far back into
the historyof Wyoming," Bell told Hathaway.
No one could ignore one badge of his
patriotism, a black patch covering the eye he
lost as a bombardier in WorldWarII.

he environmental activistsand High
Country News supporters
.represented a much wider spectrum
of Wyoming people than Hathaway
wanted to believe.

Congressman Teno Roncalio of
Wyoming' recognized the broad
base of the conservation sentiment

in his state. He called High Country News so
often that receptionist Davis says she' was on
a first name basis with him. In 1974,Roncalio
wrote to Bell telling him that the House had
passed coal strip mining legislation that
required the consent of surface owners; the
legislation passed both houses in 1977.
"Writtenconsent remains in the bill as one of
its essentialand outstanding features, and you
deserve credit for that!" Roncaliotold Bell in
July 1974.Itwas one of Bell'slast battles.

That fall, he moved on to Oregon. "My
heart and soul had been literallypoured out,"
he now recalls. His leaving shook but didn't
shatterHigh Country News.He had received a
fortuitous letter dated April 18, 1973, from a
Colorado activist, Carolyn Johnson, about
Joan Nice, an editor of Climbing magazine,
and freelancer Bruce Hamilton, who had
written several oil shale articles for High
Country News. Johnson described them as
"savvytypes,"who would be willing to work
for verylittle.

Sure' enough, Bell offered them $300 a
month, and they came. Not long after they
had demonstrated their skills, Belltold them
he was leaving. Believing that the country's
economy would soon collapse, necessitating
self-sufficiency,he tackled a' new challenge.
H~ took his hands, softened by years .of being

an editor, to Oregon to saw, plant, milk, and
build a new home for his family. Handing
over the newspaper, he said, "Play with it
until the string.runs out."

Even had the string run out, the
accomplishments of Bell and the other
Wyoming conservationists of the 1960s and
early 1970swould have made that period a
golden era, full of crucial successes. The
Kendall and Rullison projects' never
materialized. In 1964, the 'Wyoming Game
and Fish announced that game :and fish
wardens must have degrees, The 'Wyoming
Legislatureincreased the fossil fuel tax twice
and provided a special impact fund from coal
taxes, An air quality act was passed in 1967
and later was strengthened to be one of the
best in the region. The state passed a surface
mining reclamation act and an environmental
qualityact in 1973'and two years later, a land
use planning act.
"In 1975, to Bell's amazement, the

legislature enacted an industrial siting act,
which Bell had pushed for but had never
expected to materialize.

Whilethe victories represented the efforts
of manypeople, no one questioned that Bell's
crusades left their mark on Wyoming. His
many awards attested to that: the Society of
American Travel Writers' Connie Award in
1973, the American Motors Conservation
Award in 1973, and the Department of
Interior'sConservation ServiceAward in 1974.

Alongthe way, Bell made many sacrifices
for the newspaper, the most difficultbeing his
family's 1iO-acre ranch and his emotional
health.He was not to return to Wyoming until
1983.
. Ironically, Hathaway'S emotional health

also was to suffer from the protracted battle
with Bell.When Hathaway was nominated to
be Interior Secretary in 1975, the High.
Country News staff supplied information from
Bell's files to news media and
conservationists across the country. The
Senate eventually confirmed him, but he
resigned six weeks 'later because of
exhaustion from the hearings. -

Hathaway, too, returned to Wyoming, but
he and Belldon't scrap anymore.Bell devotes
his talents to editing the local history
magazine in Lander, Wind River
Mountaineer, tackling a few political battles
to protect historical areas; and participating in
thrice yearly High Country News board
meetings.
Those who have followed Bell as editors

of the High Country News have been
journalistsfirst and environmentalists second,
if at all. No one has combined advocacy with
writing as comfortably as Bell, who for
several years ran the Wyoming Outdoor
Council and. the newspaper out of the same
office.

Bell's immediate successors' squirmed at
,the evangelistic tone of.the "High Country"
columns he sent from Oregon, but Bell had
always fought the environmental battles with
religious dedication and thus had won many
disciples. In fact, some of these followers
grumbled about the new editors' reserve, not
Bell's High Country column. As current
publisher Ed -Marston says, "HCN never
thundered since, because none of us have
had Tom's legitimate righteouswrath."

Despite the ~omplaints, the loyalty lives
on;' as demonstrated by the donations that
constituted the second miracle in 1978, when
an-auto accident almost destroyed the paper,
and by the many charter subscribers who
each year send their renewal checks to High
Country News.•

Skepticism about
the scope of
industry's plans for
the West was
widespread. The
editor of Science
News read an article
by Bell on a giant
generating plant
proposal and
telephoned, sure
there had been a
mistake. Nothing
could be that big, '
he said. After
checking, he did a
cover story for his
magazine in 1972.



icadas chirp outside my door. A harvest moon beams brightly through the gathering dust. From my wife's
gardens, fragrance wafts slowly on the evening breeze. This was life at its fullest."

SAGA OF A
HIGH

(OUN'TRY
NEWSMAN

by Geoffrey O/Gam

This article first appeared in Sierra magazine.
Reprinted with permission.

That was life in the foothills of the Wind
RiverMountains as Tom Bell saw it in 1969.A
sometime teacher, wildlife biologist, and
rancher, Bell wrote columns for various
Wyoming publications on the side.

You find columns like Bell's in many
small-town Rocky Mountain newspapers,
though not usually so well written. Rural
writers are always struggling to articulate
what it is that satisfiesthem so about a marsh
hawk circling the snowy plain or the bugling
of elk in the high meadows.. They want to
express what brought them to this country, or
what keeps them here, tolerating its harsh
winters and hard work.

If that was all Bell had ever written, he
might never have been. known beyond the
snug confines of the Wind River Valley,and
that might have suited him fine. Or he might
have continued teaching biology at the junior
high school and worked quietly in his spare
time on a novel about life in the Wind River
Mountains, drawing on his family's history in
the coal mines, on ranches, and in thesaloon
business.

Yet alongside the serene visions of rural
life, Bell saw mountainsides scarred by jade
hunters and illegal fences strung by cattle
ranchers across public lands. His peaceful
reveries were disturbed by nightmares of
what the nation's hunger for raw materials
and recreation might do to Wyoming's
remaining wilderness.

And so another type of column would
sometimes appear, written bya somewhat
different Tom Bell.This other Bell would lash
out at the "partisan politics and horse and
buggy policies" of the Wyoming Game and
Fish Department (GFD), a former employer.
He would attack greedy politicians and
industries that "assumed that the freedoms
which guarantee profits are a license to
pollute the air and the water which belong to
all of us."

This angry Bell was a little out of step
with the Wyoming of that time - or at least
with the politicians who ran the ,state. Stan
Hathaway, a pro-development Republican,
was the newly elected governor. Developers
interested in minerals, oil, and coal were
poised to devour the plentiful riches below
the state's public and private lands. While the
rest of the nation was increasingly interested
in conserving wildlands, Wyoming's leaders
seemed eager to exploit them.

It's no surprise, then, that Wyoming's
nascent environmental movement had lagged
a little behind other parts of the country
during the 1960s.This was the movement for
which Tom Bell would provide a voice - a
distinctly regional, often visionary voice.
Writing in the newsletter of a statewide
environmental group called the Wyoming
Outdoor Council - and later in High
Country News - Bell began informing
people in Wyoming about the conservation
consciousness developing around the
country. At the same time he was informing
people throughout the nation that a parallel
consciousness was indeed coming of age in
Wyoming.

The first thing one notices, meeting Tom
Bell, is how compact a man he is - small
and athletically trim in his 60s, with a beaky

face beneath a Stetson.The second thing one
notices is his missingright eye.

Bell was a gung-ho bombardier flying
missions in southern Europe when he caught
a piece of flak. He touched his face; it "felt
like a piece of pulverized liver." At first his
fellow crewmembers assumed he was dead.
But Bell survived - a fact he would later
invest with religioussignificance.

After a brief period of hunting and
wandering in the Wyoming mountains, Bell
studied biology at the University of
Wyoming. Summerswere spent working as a
fisheries biologist.

His resume' after graduation is a restless
one. He helped manage a sawmill inJackson.
He worked at the Dubois Fish Hatchery for
the Wyoming Game and Fish Departmment.
He tried the oiland gas business, working for
his wife's family. (He'd met Tommie while
both were students at the university.) Then
he went back to school to study for a degree
in range and big game management. There
was more work for Wyoming GFD, a stint
teaching in public schools, and then his first
job in journalism, with the Wyoming State
Journal in Lander.And Bell was increasingly
active in the Wyoming Wildlife Federation
and other conservationgroups.

Roger Budrow, the journafs publisher,
had teenage daughters who came home
enthralled from Bell's junior-high science
class. Budrow met Bell, heard him talk about
environmental issues, and suggested that he
write a column. Budrow was impressed, too,
with Bell's willingnessto take his causes into
hostile quarters. "Imagine a young junior
high teacher up in front of the Rotary Club
just tearing into a person who typified the
establishment," he later reminisced.

,(The person in this case was Frank
Mockler, a Dubois rancher and onetime
gubernatorial candidate whose range
practices Bell attacked.) "His voice would
start rising, then reach a crescendo. But all of
it was based on scientific knowledge. Like
Socrates was a gadfly to the intellectuals of
Athens, Tom was a gadfly to Wyoming."

In 1966, Bell took time off to write a
work of fiction about Wyoming. But there
was too much going on for him to remove
himself from the fray" or to write strictly
pastoral pieces. He knew the public lands of
Wyoming well enough to know that those
barbed wire fences he kept running into -
the ones with "No Trespassing" signs, the
ones that were blocking the passage of
antelope herds - were strung out across
public lands, -most of which were
administered by the U.S. Bureau of Land
Management

Herman Werner was one of the old
Wyoming stockmen who had been grazing
public lands for ages. His "Diamond Ring"
signs were on fences throughout the BLM
lands outside of Casper. Bell went out and
took pictures. He wrote about the fences. He
alerted the Wyoming Wildlife Federation.
And he went to Washington to ask that the
BLM be investigated. The public clamor
grew, .and an investigation revealed that
16,000 miles of illegal fence had been strung
on BLMlands in the West.
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One evening, after the controversybegan
making headlines, Bell arrived late for a
public meeting on fencing that was being
held by the Izaak Walton League. After
slipping into the jammed building, he was
leaning against the back wall when he felt a
hand grip his arm. It was old Herman Werner,
and his hand was shaking so much that Bell,
too, began shaking. .

"Young man," said Werner, "I don't like
what you've been writing about me."

Bell,whose friends describe him as "shy"
and "gentle," replied: "Well,I'm not building
those damn fences." Werner's trembling grip
told Bell.that even the "kings of the range,"
the stockgrowers, were frightened when the
public turned against them.

Bell was impatient to change the way
resources were being managed in Wyoming,
but there were hindrances. Conservation
groups like the Wyoming Audubon Society
and the Wyoming Wildlife Federation were
not working in concert, not presenting a
united front in the political" forums where
conservation issues were decided. And the
state's media turned a blind eye to the abuses
being inflictedon land and wildlife.

So in 1968, after the gubernatorial
election that brought Stan Hathaway to
power, Bell formed the Wyoming Outdoor
Coordinating Council as an umbrella
organization for several conservation groups.
The following year, when the opportunity to
take over a struggling tabloid called Camping
News weekly presented itself, Bell saw a
chance to present the kinds of stories the
mainstream media were ignoring. He turned
the Outdoor Council over to young Keith
Becker - a Wyoming native and one of
several energetic recru itsrto the state's
environmental movement - and stepped up
to his bully pulpit. The Outdoor Council and
High Country News (which Camping News
Weekly became in 1970) shared an office, so
Bell was able to be both journalist and
activist.

hus began three of the most
tumultuous years of Tom Bell's life.
The effort to get the word our--
about wilderness, about archaic
mining laws, about illegal shooting
of golden eagles, and so many more
issues besides - would cost Bell his
ranch, many of his friends,"and, very

nearly, his sanity.
High Country News began as a hybrid. It

retained something of the recreation
emphasis of Camping News Weekly, calling
itself "the outdoor and environmental
weekly." The environmental half included
coverage of the Wyoming Outdoor
Coordinating Council, Bell's "High Country "
column, and devastating attacks on subjects
such as uranium mining in the Red Desert or
clearcutting on the Shoshone NationalForest.
The recreation half might feature
snowmobiling, or news of the Pink Garter
Theater's opening in Jackson, or an item
about some fellow who downed two coyotes
with one bullet.

It was the emphasis on environmental
issues that gradually came to occupy more
and more of the paper, particularlyafter Earth
Day in April 1970. The rest of the region
began to take notice. Dick Prouty, then an
environmental reporter for the Denver Post,
recognized HCNs importance early by the
fact that press flaks for the big energy
companies had begun quoting it. "They
respected the reporting there," says Prouty,
"and we all started using it for ideas."

Bell was inspiring a younger generation
of environmentalists with his passion. "He
had a native sensibility," recalls one of them,
Colleen Cabot, "as if he knew what
Wyomingites would take, what they would
listen to. He became more outspokenly
radical as the movement evolved." Thus you
could find a dramatic front-page picture of a
dead eagle with the headline "The Shame of
It!" and an out-and-out attack on a powerful
rancher who was baiting and killing golden
eagles. Unrelentingly, Bell attacked Gov.
Hathawayand other powerful politicians..The
national media perked up its ears. High·
Country News extended its coverage to
neighboring Rocky Mountain states and "
beyond, including stories from as faraway as
Arizonaand Nebraska.

Part of what made HCN such an exciting
read was its urgency. Bell was frantically
warning that clearcuts on the Shoshone
NationalForest were stripping away big game
habitat and baring hillsides that might never
regenerate timber. (In his words, the "timber
beasts" in the Forest Service"were leading the
big companies in.") And it seemed that
whenever Bell pointed to a problem, he
would hear from correspondents telling him
that the same thing was occurring elsewhere
as well.

Bell was certainly not winning every
battle. But the clearcuts began to shrink in
size as the protests increased, and by tlhe time
Shoshone officials began scouting the timber
in the beautiful DuNoir area of northwest
Wyoming, Bell had two members of the
congressional delegation out on a mountain
peak, looking at swans on a lake and vowing
to stop the rampage. The DuNoir is now
protected, though its future is not certain.

ut there were problems. Bell's 16-
page tabloid was surviving on
unpaid contributors, a lenient
printer, donations, and infusions of
Bell's own money. In 1971 the
Bells sold their ranch outside
Lander to support the paper, a
move that Tommie Bell called "a

heartbreaker for both of us." After raising
three children they had adopted three more,
and yet Bell had paid himselfonly $910 over
a two-yearperiod.

"It ran on passion," says Bell. "Eventually
the advertising ran out. Wehad a circulation
of between 1,200 and 1,500 -' not nearly
enough to pay the way. I decided to keep
going until the money ran out." That
happened in March 1973. Bell announced
that "barring a miracle" HCNwould fold. He
was exhausted and unhappy, and the gloom
did not lift even when he left the office and
headed into the backcountry.

Then the miracle happened.
Contributions poured in from all over the
country. High Country Newswas able to pay
off itsdebt. Bell was able to invite two young
writers to. come and work for him at
subsistence wages. Their arrival was an
infusion of fresh blood, some of that young
spirit that Bell had once called "our last best
hope."

But Bell himself, still unhappy, was
undergoing a spiritual upheaval. He was
mercurial in the office - one minute·
thoughtful and attentive, the next minute lost
in gloom and up~et over a misplaced comma.
He later realized that he was "right on the
edge of going off my rocker."He found relief
only when he "turned my life over to the
Lord."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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TOM BEll'S SUCCESSORS
FORGE A REGIONAL

INSTITUTION OUT OFA
PASSIONATE JOURNAL

by Joan Nice Hamilton

he odyssey began' ,in a phone booth in Colorado. On the advice of a
friend, I called a man with a reputation for fiery oratory and blistering
editorials - Tom Bell: He needed help running a small environmental

newspaper, and I wanted to write about conservation issues. We arranged
to meet in Wyoming. "Meanwhile, I won't look further," he promised.

When we met in May of 1973,I told this small, softspoken man that my
only hesitation was my frierid Bruce. Could he also find work in Lander?

No problem, said Tom, who had already published some of Bruce's work
inHigh Country News pages. He'd hire both of us. Just like that.

And so we came to our destiny - ap occupation so absorbing we
scarcely looked up forfour years.

JOAN NICE HAMILToN, associate and managing editor O/High Country News from 1973-1981, is senior
editor at Sierra magazine, She lives in San Francisco with her husband, Bruce Hamilton, and their
two children

Brucewas finishing college and I an 18-
month stint running a magazine for technical
climbers. We'p .both helped run
environmental groups in Colorado and
written conservation articles. We knew
towns like Boulder, Aspen and.Ft. Collins,
but little about the other places on the
paper's map, I remember looking. out the
window of my Lander-bound car, agog at
Wyoming's spaciousness, its vast snowfields
in May, and the orang ish fur and space-
creature eyes of a large ungulate I had never
seen before. Bruce, a wildlife major in
college, knew itwas a pronghorn antelope.

Though I was disappointed by the
paper's cement-block office next to a
flashing neon "Beer and Booze" sign just off
Main Street, I was delighted with everything
else. Werented a geodesic dome in a pasture
10 miles from town. The roof leaked, the
water was undrinkable, but the neighbors -
deer mice, wood rats, foxes, deeF;/beaver,
eagles and an occasional moose'or elk -
answered mysuburban childhood dreams.

Our garden plot was so big we plowed it
with a tractor. For entertainment, we wrote
in journals, stalked birds, sketched, and
spent an occasional Saturday night playing
bongo drums with the people down the
road. Mostly, though, we stuck to our
typewriters, trying to live up to the
expectations Tom must have had when he
took a leap of faith and hired us.

eaps of faith were not new to Tom.
Shortly before we came, he had
declared the paper dead. The
situation looked so hopeless he
threw an issue's worth of pasteup
sheets in the trash. But readers soon
mailed an infusion of cash that sent
Tom and his staff, Mary Margaret

Davis and MargeHigley, rifling through the
dumpster. In a drawer labeled "A.M."for
"After Miracle," a pile of $5, $10 and $20
contributions gave the paper a future. There
was both enough money to print that last
issue and a fewmore, as well as add staff:

That's when Bruce and I signed on for
$300 a month each. Such a deal, we thought.
We get to do the work of our dreams
together, and somebody pays us!

We soon learned that our saintly
employer had endured three years of
financial and mental strain. The paper was
appreciated by its readers - the $30,000that
came in after he declared it dead testified to.
that. But money or no money, putting out
HeN - and helping to lead the Wyoming
environmental movement - absorbed most
of Tom's wakinghours.' It was a struggle that
energized and emboldened him at first, but
finally demanded too much: .

During the paper's first three years of
life, he had sold his ranch to keep HeN
afloat. He hadn't taken a salary in months,
and his wife,saddened by the move to town,
found herself without even money to buy
snow boots for their three adopted children.

We brought hope to Tom, I think,
despite our inexperience. We shared the
editorial burden, leaving him free to make
speeches, write and seek funds. But.by the
end of our firstyear, he had become restless.
Hetoyed with,the idea of running.against his
long-term nemesis, Gov. Stanley Hathaway.
But when Hathaway said he wouldn't seek
re-election, Tom's ambitions shifted. In the
wake of the Arab oil embargo, he feared the
nation's economy might collapse. So he
.decided to buy a fertile, well-watered ranch
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in eastern Oregon, where he and his family
would hammer and dig out a life on a self-
sufficient homestead, "Do whatever you want
to with the paper until the stringruns out," he
told us.

Tom's life-crisisleft Bruce and me with a
mission so compelling that we dropped our
plans to stay in Lander for a year or so, and
then go to Alaska. Here was a challenge as
large as we could hope to find in the far
North.

"You'vegot a big set of Vibrarnsto fill," a
Colorado reader wrote me a few weeks after
Tom's departure. Indeed, Tom was a beloved,
and respected institution among High
Country News readers. Many subscribed not
so much for information as to hear what he
had to' say. He didn't wear Vibrams;he wore
cowboy boots --.:.and it was clearwe couldn't
fill them.

ut we were too young - 22 and 25
- to brood. If we couldn't be as
personable, inspiring and wise,
we'd be thorough and fair.We'd put
out a newsy, more objective
publication. Tom's no-holds-barred
advocacy had made enemies as
well as friends. We'd try to reach a

broader audience, to become a trusted, if not
so provocative, source of information about
the RockyMountain West.

The grand surprise, once we struck out
on our own, was the intimacy of the reader-
staff relationship.High Country News was not
just a newspaper - it was a source of hope
and community to many isolated people
throughout the region.' Readers liked the
paper's feisty, underdog status. They were'
not about to let us get too distant, too
objective.They adopted us.

The small three-room cabin by the Little
Popo AgieRiverthat we rented in our second
year became a popular environmentalist
crash pad. When our couch was full, as it
often was, the living room floor could sleep
another eleven. Twenty or more could be
crammed into the front room for potluck
suppers. When we went on the road as
reporters, the tables turned. There was a free
dinner, bed and breakfast for us in nearly
every town. We'd return with a news story, a
better understanding of the region, and a sack
of garden surplus or frozen elk steaks.

In off-hours, we plunged into the activist
vaccuum left by our mentor. In fact, the
amiable, forthright journalist we hired when
Tom left,MarjaneAmbler, occasionallyhad to
remind us of journalism. A Denver native
who had been running a community
newspaper in Nebraska, she was determined
to keep the news column even-handed and
free from jargon. Pig-tailed and smiling in
jeans and a tank top, she'd ask needling little
questions: "What does that mean?" "What
does the oppositiori say?" "Canyou prove it?"
Our stories grew clearer and better balanced,
our zealotrymore or less under wraps.

But we, too, made enemies. In 1975
former Governor Hathaway was nominated
Interior Secretary by President Gerald Ford.
Hathaway had been a booster of industry in
the statehouse; he was not a promising
steward of the federal government's vast
natural riches. But many Wyomingites liked
him aridwere proud of the nomination. '

Bruce built an extensive file on
Hathaway'S environmental record and soon
began to get inquiries from national reporters,
conservation groups and congressional aides.
One night, while describing Hathaway's sorry
record to an L.A. Times reporter who had

called him at home, a raspy voice came on
our party line: "Why don't you guys just get
out of the state?" Our rural haven suddenly
seemed less benign.

But the paper's growing circle of friends
made us feel too well-loved to be in real
danger. First there was the local crew: Sarah
Doll, a musician who worked as: OIU

volunteer editorial assistant; August Dailer,
who sold ads so well for a commission that
we found him a small salary;Michael Weber,
a young attorney who helped us set up the
High Country News ResearchFund pro bono;
Myra Connell, a lifelong Lander resident in,

.her eighties who wrote "Branching Out/ a
, popular column about her Lander childhood;
and Charlie Smith, a high school English
teacher and our most loyal envelope stliffer._

Manyloyal friendskriew us only through,
the paper. Ken Morgan, an auto mechanic in
Kemmerer, sent us $30 every,month. Lynne
Barna,a Cody photographer, donated superb ,
black-and-whitesto the cause. David Sumner,
a' Colorado' Magazine writer and
photographer, sent free articles' and photos.
And Dick Pr outy , the Denver Post's
environmental reporter, sent free advice. Poet '
and English professor Peter Wild sent page
after page of good copy. Edward Abbey sent
manuscripts that national publications would
have purchased for 20 times our rate.

We were a secular charity whose
believers took excellent care of us. A college
professor, Spence Havlick, assigned High
Country News to his classes at the University
of Colorado. Tom Stroock, a Wyoming state
legislator and oil man, bought subscriptions
for the Wyoming public schools every year.
Artistssuch as Laney Hicks,Carol Snow, Bob
Lewis,and Paul Breeden donated work that
we sold on posters, notecards and T-shirts. A
local "Polish bluegrass" band, the Buffalo
Chips, played HCN benefits. Jackson lawyer ,
HankPhlbbs donated time to help set up a
High Country News Foundation. While
retracing the Outlaw Trail for a book, regular
contributor Robert Redford came by in
mirrored sunglasses; shook ev<cryone'shand,
and posed for promotional pictures.

If we were a charity, we were also
charitable to numerous urban journalists on
assignment. Bill Richards of the Washington
Post, GraceLichtenstein and MollyIvins of the
New York Times, phil Fradkin of the L.A.
Times" author Marc Reisner, Calvin Trillin of
the New Yorker and numerous other reporters
passed through at one time or another trying
to make sense out of the Rocky Mountain
West.

So did Edward Abbey on assignment for
Playboy. He carried a shirt-pocket-size
notebook, and politely stopped us whenever
we tried to ply him with too many facts about
his topic, the energy boom in the Northern
Great Plains. Later in the day he brought four
bottles of wine to our cabin, ate whatever it
was we had in the refrigerator, and bedded,
down under a currant bush along the creek.
Bruce then accompanied Abbey on a strip'
mine tour across Wyoming, stopping every
hundred miles or so to refillthe leaky tires of
Abbey'sbattered old truck.

ife was hectic. Tom Bell's ability to
help raise a family while presiding
over this regional institution 'came to
seem a near miracle, Occasionally we
felt done in by the pressures, even
though we had no capital invested in
the paper, paid only $100-a-month
rent, and had few pressing family

commitments.When we realizedthat we, too,

/"'.One night, while
Bruce was
describing'
Hathaway'ssorry
record to. an LA. '
Times'reporter who

,had called him at
home, a raspy voice
came on our party
line: "Why don't

.you guys just get
out of the state?" .
Ourlural haven
suddenly seemed
less benign.
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CONTINUED FRDM PREVIOUS PAGE
wanted children, Bruce looked for another
job. In 1977, he took over the Northern Plains
officeof the SierraClub.

That left Marjane and me with another
big set of Vibrams to fill; so we did some
soul-searching. We could no longer lurch
from deadline to deadline trying to be the
same journal we had set out to be four years
earlier. With the energy boom almost at its
peak, many of the abstract problems High
Country News had earlier warned about had
become real. Most of the big dailies in the
Westhad their own environmental reporters,
Did the region still need HCM Maybe, we
decided, if it became more lively,provocative
and perceptive.

To brighten our look, we hired Hannah
_Hinchman as our first part-time art and
production manager. A Stanford-trained
economics major, jaz McDonald, took over
the business side.

The-first journalistwe hired after Bruce's
departure was Dan Whipple,a staff writer for
the Washington, D,C.-basednewsletter Coal
Week. Jovial and effusive, Dan had almost
instantly fallen in love with Wyoming (and
with one of our staffers!)during a Coal Week
reporting trip. Soon he was writing energy
articles for us from a bureau in Sheridan,
Wyo.Later he worked in our Lander office as
part-timewriter and editor,put in" a short stint

, at Business Week in 1979, and returned to
become editor in 1982.

Then there was justasBavarskts, a
seasoned UPI editor from Detroit taking
extended leave in Hudson, Wyo. When he
joined our ranks in 1978,I feltwe had gained
an editorial guru. Tragically, the
apprenticeship was cut short after only a few
months, when justas died in an auto
accident.

Geoff O'Gara, a States News Service
writerwho joined the staff in 1979, picked up
where justas left off.Geoff was more writer
than editor, but he shared justas' commitment
to strong, pithy prose and aggressive
reporting. I also hoped he would be a strong
leader. I'd been at the helm six years, was
pregnant, and was ready to ease into part-
timejournalism. .

Geoff's first stumbling block was our
peculiar management structure. He had final
word on editorial content. But business
decisions were made by consensus. We had
been paying talented people a pittance ($300
a month until 1979). In place of money, I
shared power.

Geoff came in promoting-revolution:
redesign, large-scale promotion, salary raises
and new typesetting equipment. Some
staffersshrank from these as expensive and
risky. Our familiai operating style started to
look like a formula for stagnation. In a long,
heartfelt memo, Geoff told me I had given
him responsibility without authority, and he

would have to leave. Risk or no risk, the
paper desperately needed someone with his
talents. So together we ended the era of
consensus decision-making. It had been my
style; it was not his. _

I stayed on a while, working while my
placid baby, Kate, napped or played in my
office. But relieved of most of the paper's
weight, my mind wandered, just as Tom's
must have when Bruce and I came to help.
Aftereight years, itwas time to try something
new.

Beginning in 1981,I devoted my limited
work hours to freelance writing. It was a
relief.But there was sadness, too, at leavinga
job that had filledmy house with fine people,
had led me to the haunts of grizzly bear and
pronghorn, had become a compelling way of
life.

Today I have memories, an unusual
journalistic background, and str~ng
admiration for the people who have brought
the paper from its tumultous first decade
through its more stable and increasinglywell
respected second. Its survival seems a
miracle to some of us - yet maybe it
shouldn't. High Country News continues to
speak with a voicethat understands both the
environmental movementand the ruralWest,
yet is ruled by neither. That's a rare and
valuable combination.•

HIGH COUNTRY NEWSMAN

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13
This is an episode that many of Bell's

allies in the environmental movement still
find troubling. Rather suddenly, in the
summer of 1974, Bell announced that the
Lo.rd had told him to move to Oregon,
leaving his new editorial staff to run the
paper on their own. They sensed a new
passivity in him -'- a tendency to defuse his
own passion by saying that even
environmental problemswere in the hands of
God.' At one point, reading a religion-
oriented column Bell had sent to HCN after
his move to Oregon, the staff went to a
local bar to hold a wake for the paper, which
they feared was losing its focus. But Bell
stopped sending evangelisticcolumns when
he heard his staffs concerns.

Bell, who has since moved back to
Lander, understands the consternation of
people who don't share his beliefs. "The
world doesn't believe that the Lord talks to
you," he says. He has had several deep
religious experiences, though he finds it
difficult to discuss such events in objective
.terrns. Still, religion has not put out his fire. '
"Youcan put a problem in the hands of the
,Lord,but you can stilldo something about it,"
he says.

Plenty has been done about the issues
Bell first articulated in the late '60s. Many of
the laws that form the foundation of
environmental policy-in Wyoming were
passed before he moved to Oregon, and
others followed shortlythereafter.The state's
Environmental QualityAct even has former
Gov.Hathaway's signatureon it.

In addition, the two institutions he
created, High Country News and ,the
Wyoming Outdoor Council, have-thrived-
HCNs readers have repeatedly provided

• • •
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miracles: when the uninsured staff was
decimated in an automobile accident, and
whenever money ran short. Today it has an
annual budget of more than $300,000 and a
circulation of 7,500. The Wyoming Ourdoor
Council has had its ups and downs, but a
recent drive brought membership to an
alltime high, and it continues to provide
education and leadership on issues such as
acid rain and forest planning.

f the Rocky Mountain environmental
movement of the 1960shad been given
the power to construct from scratch a
leader to represent its cause before the '
world, certain attributes would ,surely
have been included. That leader would
be a native, not a newcomer to the
region but someone familiar from

childhood with the ways of the plains and
mountains; he would be a rancher, someone
who had put up hay as a child and knew how
to move cattle from pasture to pasture; he
would have family who suffered the grunt
work of mining and homesteading in the
early settlements of the West;-he would be a
scientist, who could approach ecological
problems with a scientist'seye; and he would
be lovingly intimate with the rocks and
wildlifeand landscapes of the high country.

Extraordinarily,the movement got all that
inTomBell.

"It always amazed me' to sit down with
Tom - this mild, self-effacing, gentle little
fellow,"says Keith Becker,who now ranches
near Thermopolis, Wyo. "He'd get on
"Hathaway or one of his pet peeves, and the
,sparks would' just fly."Bell says the old days
are "just like a world removed" to him now,
but just get him talking(about the policies of
Ronald Reagan and his public lands
managers, say) and his voice rises and the
sparkss~illfly.

In fact, some of the struggles Tom Bell
began -arenot yet over. Louisiana-Pacific,
which has a sawmill in Dubois, is fighting
attempts by the Shoshone and Bridger-Teton
national forests to reduce timber harvests on
those lands. The elk are gone from the Fish
-Creek area on the crest of the Wind River
Range, where the scars of roading and
clearcuts remain, and Bell has not forgotten
that lesson. He called down to the High
Country News officesto have them send him
copies of a recent article on failed forest
practices. He'll distribute them to local
leaders in the Duboisarea.

Bell himself is clearly pleased that many
of the things he envisioned have come to
pass, though a little embarrassed when
homage is paid him. He laughs off
suggestions that he run for office - and he
would probably need a nemesis like
Hathaway to motivate him, since he lacks a
politician's vanity.Furthermore, he is back at
work on his novel about Wyoming, and apart
from his work as historian at the Fremont
County Museum, he wants few distractions.
He is returning to his childhood and the
events that shaped his strong views of the
land. It's a subject that he touched upon in
one of those gentlercolumns, almost 20years
ago:

"I don't know how I would have fared in
thisworld had I not had the great outdoors in
which to roam, seek solace, heal sensitive
feelings, and begin to grope my way to
adulthood.

"My lot has been cast with the simple
wonder of the world. You cannotbuy the
light flashing from a rainbow's side in limpid
waters. There is no price on the hoot of an
owl from dusky woods at eventide. You can
'only .experience a coyote by hearing his
howl.".'

, ~~
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justas (pronounced Yus'-tes) Bavarskis
grew up in London and Chicago after
escaping from Lithuania as a child. In the
early 1970s, he came to Wyoming to help
Mike McClure build a home in Atlantic City,
30 miles south of Lander, and to build for
himself a freelance writing career. Bavarskis
and McClure, a photographer; had worked
together for United Press International in,
Detroit before Bavarskis had transferred to
the New York bureau of UPI, spending a total
of seven years with the wire service.

In some ways, Bavarskis quickly took to
the Western way of life. He loved to hike and
fish in the Wind River Mountains and to
canoe the Sweetwater and Little Popo Agie
rivers. He acquired an old and rattling
turquoise 4 x 4 that usually ran. While the
women who frequented the Atlantic City'
Mercantile didn't always understand his
jokes, such as naming his standard poodle
"Mofu,"they appreciated his sarcastic wit and
his sure polka step when the Buffalo Chips
band played. Once a sodden rancher fancied
the woman with whom Bavarsk is was
dancing and swung at him. The rancher
quickly found himself pinned to the dance
floor; Bavarskis, short and squat, had worked
his way through school as a wrestler.

Yet Bavarskis and his friends sometimes
paid the price for his separation from city life.
His cultured upbringing had not prepared
him with the rural skills he longed for. Mike
and Amy McClure's house carries the scars of
his attempts at carpentry - bent nails and
pockmarked paneling. John Mionczynski's
tailgate shows the indentation where it
wrapped .arourid..a .tree trunk -' while

,,·,FR,O:·NT·I·ERo_.~~::y~:t:~~I:~~~:g::~:~:p::C:n:
hitchhiked home after one too many
dunkings from a canoe captained by
Bavarskis, who habitually leapt to his feet to
scope out the next obstacle. One night he
broke into the Lander dog pound to liberate
Mofu, but he left too many clues for the local
police to miss. His attempt to make a living as
a logger was nearly fatal. A heavy tree fell on
him, breaking his femur.

Residents of the Lander area enjoyed his
company, partly because this dude made
them seem so competent, and partly because
of the kindness beneath his sarcasm. No
matter how many tequila hookers he had
consumed the night before, he could be
counted on to show up at the appointed hour
with his chainsaw to help a friend buck
firewood. Even though he referred to
children as "swine" in a thick, guttural accent,
Jason and Erin Wilkes considered him a
favorite babysitter.

Justas Bavarskis

UlTIVATED
FOREIGNER

ON A
ROUGH

by Marjane Ambler

ander easily could have been
like the many other small

Wyomjng towns that made their
living from ranchers and miners

and a sprinkling of state
employees. Yet until 1983, High
Country News, as well as the

National Outdoor Leadership
School, attracted some different

faces to town, many of them long-
haired and bearded. Despite the

initial raised eyebrows and
suspicion, newcomers and lifetime

residents learned to live among one
another.

Although started by
Wyomingites, High Country News

attracted writers and artists from
Aspen, Colorado; Seward,

Nebraska; Cincinnati, Ohio; San
Francisco; and Washington, D.C.
And one staff member traveled a

circuitous route from Lithuania.

ew of us knew of his expertise as a
wordsmith until the logging accident
brought him back to the typewriter
and to the door of High Country
News. To protect his worker's
compensation payments, his first
major article 'appeared under the
pseudonym of Glen Dodge on March

11, 1977: "U.S. Brings Agent Orange Back
Home." When we saw the acclaim that
investigative piece received, we regretted that
it did not go to Bavarskis rather than to his
dodge. His own name appeared with his
front-page article in February 1978 citing
evidence that poisonous dioxin had shown
up in three women's milk as the result of the
herbicide 2,4,5-T.

Bavarskis was thorough. As part of his
research for that story, he surveyed eight

Western states to determine the amounts of
chemicals with TCDD that they used. For a
special issue on uranium that appeared
March 10, 1978, he spent two months typing
notes from the stacks of government
documents and research studies that littered
his home. While researching uranium's health
effects for an article of my own recently, I

<pulled out his notes, heavily underlined and
with his characteristic scribbling of "N.B."
(Latin for "look well") in the margins. I
marveled again that he had brought life to
these dull statistics.

To perform this alchemy, he had sloshed
through ankle-deep mud in a uranium mine
and pursued leads acquired in the Vinichs'
Union Bar. His readers met Beulah Peterson
Walker,who used to read adventure stories to
cowpunchers at Home on the Range before
the town turned to uranium and became
Jeffrey City.They read a former miner's threat
to clobber uranium officials with his artificial
foot. ,

But Bavarskis also dealt fairly with the
mine superintendent, a lean, tanned, and
broad-shouldered man, whose son worked in
the mine, and who assumed his kids would
be able to hunt and fish on the reclaimed
lands. Later, a uranium company official
made a donation to the paper in recognition
of Bavarskis' professionalism.

Many of High Country News' editors
came to the paper as journalists first and
environmentalists second. Bavarskis fought
injustice, and in the process his articles
provided invaluable ammunition to'
environmental activists. Yet Bav arsk is
disavowed any pol itical bias other than
vehement anti-Soviet feelings. His satire on
High Country News published in July 1977

, came close to ridicule, as in his article, "Cattle
Kate Died for Buffaloes' Rights to the Range."
When he became HCN news ,editor in May
1978, his reporting of dissension among
environmental groups on the Endangered
Species Act reaped some critical letters from
within a movement HCN was assumed to be
part of.

When we hired Bavarskis, managing
editor Joan Nice thought, "Here is my

. master's degree in journalism, wrapped up in
'one person." But the decision took courage.
We knew he would demand much from us
and our freelancers. Judging from our
experience with him as a freelance writer, we
expected him to be expensive even though
his salary was as low as ours. Sure enough,
our phone bill tripled, and when Bavarskis
kept rejecting freelancers' submission, Nice
remembers wondering what we would print.
We also had to deal with his propensity to
melancholy. His soft heart could be tough on
him.

At his house in Hudson after a spring day
on the river, he treated our canoeing party to
a recording of Handel's "Water Music." Nice
described him as a "cultivated foreigner on a
rough frontier." Indeed, his house that
evening had an odd, foreign feel. While
many writers live amongst the clutter of
books and papers, his house conveyed
impermanence, as if it were a motel room.

Perhaps in time he would have put down
roots. But on August 27, 1978, justas died in a
car accident on the Wind River plains. He
swerved to miss a horse, and the car rolled.
In a sense, he was on his way back from a
visit to his old world: He and several other
High Country News staff members were
driving home after hearing Beethoven's Ninth
Symphony at the Teton MusicFestival..
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THE ROOT
by Hannah Hinchman

1 ~ _'

. , .vent hough it sounds like a Sam Shepard screenplay; it is true 'that the Zanetti bus man left me off by the
side of the road in July 1977>rwas.atone,with one red suitcase, in the sandstone washes about 10 miles outside

, ~_Lander. Somewhere near High Country News editor Joan Nic;e's cabin .
. Twenry-four.I had come to-start my first.real.job doing design and production. I had escaped worldly work by,

" going to college, and retreating-to my parents' house, reading, daydreaming and birdwatching for a season or two,
,r and then returning to school. Withdrawn and unfit for the rigors of the world, I had a head full of romantic notions

of discovering my true nature in the West.
As it turned out, that happened. The decision to up and move to Wyoming to work for HCNhas been the root

of every good fortune that's come to me and every wise move I've made since then. I knew the landscape would
playa powerful role, and it did. But I didn't know how much I would be transformed by the people at HCN, in

,T Lander, in Wyoming.

-\

HANNAH HINCHMAN wasproduction manager atHigh Country News from 1977-80. She lives, writes and makes art in Dubois, wyoming.

--
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OF EVERY GOOD FORIUNE/
Wewere all castaways in a rural western

town. Joan and her husband, Bruce
Hamilton, had adapted best, finding a house
to rent in the .country with room for their
garden and greenhouse, getting to know the
.locals obliquely, and following the seasonal
patterns on hayfields and pastures. But it was
all grand vistas. and zen tipi sites to me; I .
chose the spot for my bucolic retreat on a
bench of alfalfa pasture a half-mile from
Marjane Arnbler's and Dan Whipple's dome,
with Joan and Bruce's house below.
The landowner, a lewd old gentleman, .

gave me permission to set up my tipi there. I
borrowed two goats so that I could fuel with
goat milk my lO-mile bike commute each
morning. justas Bavarskis, who had gotten
into the spirit of things right away, took me
up on the mountain to cut tipi poles, and I set
about living a life of hermetic splendor.
I had no experience with goats, Wyoming

weather, or small towns, so coming home in
·the evenings I:would often as not find the
goats jumping from the woodpile and sliding
down the tipi, or .discover that the unchecked
dry wind had created dunes of dust on. my
bed. I reveled in a .sumrn er rainstorm
splattering the canvas until I realized that the
downpour was' rushing off the bench above
and converging on my site.

id I think no one would see my
white tipi out on the plains and
come to make inquiries? The tipi
lady, I learned later, was the talk of
the cowboys, especially since she
had pitched invitingly onto one of
their leased alfalfa fields. And I
innocently invaded their bar

sometimes to play "Blue Eyes Cryin' in the
Rain" on the jukebox, a song that for me
contained the whole of the West.

\

E'oneIhi'i'l' about
the VJCJ:7 \he
April blizw.m
11<;;htwmes
_intll2 RCN

I Wirldow ...__.....

Finally they came to visit, late at night
and drunk, a gang of them. I think they were
confounded to find me there with lanterns lit,
a pot of tea and books of poetry on the table.
I was terrified, of course; they had a glazed
look, as though they had already forgotten'
what they were going to' do. Civility seemed
. my only hope so I made them tea and-read
them a poem I thought they'd appreciate. I
asked them about their lives and got them to
explain the cow-calf operation to me. But
their good humor didn't last long and they
roughed me up pretty good before they left.
For the next few weeks every rustle of

the tipi flaps at night was cause for fear.
Finally, I awoke in the dark to the sound of
thudding footsteps and heavy breathing -
and ripping alfalfa. The rancher leasing this
pasture, who had been one of my 'visitors,
had delivered his herd ofcows, My prairie
idyl was over.
As for the visiting cowboys, the

consensus at HCN was that I should press
'charges. I didn't for no reasons I could state.
Instead I continued to live side by -side with
those ranchers in Lander. I saw them and.
their wives at the .Safeway and at the local
steakhouse, heard about their financial hard
times, read about sons and daughters'
exploits at the high school, and, in a strange
way had to acknowledge them as part of my
family, like it or not.
When I joined the staff, we were still

footloose. Only Joan Nice and Bruce
Hamilton were married, and there were no
. kids, mortgages or town responsibilities. We
. went en masse to meetings all over the state,
rented dorm rooms at Togwotee Mountain
Lodge for ski excursions. We drove in
'caravans to Atlantic City, an old gold mining
town on South Pass, to dance to the old timey
music and polkas of the Buffalo Chips, whose

.,

· members were part of our extended family ..
When John Mionczynski played folk dances
on his accordion, Cattle Kate would lead a
long line of dancers, and we'd stomp out the
door into the high-altitude night.

am still impressed;when I recall the
Wyoming Outdoor Council and thee
Audubon meetings we went to, by the
keen visionary and strategic minds.I
watched at work. Wyoming - all the
West -. was under boom pressure, yet a
group- of young men and women in
league with several wise elders were to

have a profound effect on the way the state.' .
now handles its environmental problems.
· Heady years.

My role was peripheral. I had, and have,
no gift for analysis and argument, but the
group made me feel welcome anyway and
gave me much praise. and encouragement as
a tentative artist. The editors of HCN expected
me to provide art for the paper; to please
them, I made the' first real leaps in my ability
to seeand draw. They also drew roe out of
·debilitating shyness with that samereassuring
acceptance. Joan urged me to try writing a
natural history column,' which became
"Afield." Those times were sustained by a
· current of love, the undercurrent being how
· much we all loved the West. It was a current
that has carried us all-except jusras - into
rich and curlous futures.
When Joan, Bruce, .Marjane and Dan

moved on, I was left adrift. GeoffO'Gara was
clearly going to keep the paper strong and
make it even better, but except for him and
his family there were too many new strange
faces around. It seemed time to go to art
·school and learn what lay behind the skills I
had blundered into .•

- -,'
"
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THE FATAL ACCIDENT:
" , '. , )

N INDIAN, A COYOTE AND READERS
COME TO TH E RESCU E

by Dan Whipple

. saw God when I worked for High Country News,and it surprises me that I have never been
mentioned in the voluminous literature on the subject.

What happened was this.
Four of us were driving back from]ackson, Wyo., in August of 1978. We had listened to a performance of

Beethoven's Ninth Symphony conducted by Ling Tung at the Teton Music Festival. We were all HCNstaff
members of various intensity and duration. Reading clockwise from the driver: ]ustas Bavarskis, part -time
associate editor; me, then a half-time contributing editor; Marjane Ambler, full-time associate editor; and]azmyn
McDonald, full-time business 'and office manager. -

We came over.a hill about six miles north of Ft. Washakie (which is, in turn, about 15 miles north of HCNs
then-home base of Lander) and there was a horse in the road, It was not a majestic mustang of the plains,
engaged in the pursuit of its wild and free-roaming ways. It was just a horse (of course, of course) and it was just
there in front of us, with all the feral dignity of a grenade.

DAN WHIPPLE was on theHigb Country News staff between 1977 and 1983, He served as editor in 1982-83, Whipple is currently a· reporterfor the Casper
Star-Tribune ,
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justas was driving my car because I was
too drunk, There was a puddle of beer cans
at my feet on the passenger's side. Miller
High Life, I think. The car was a blue Pinto
(so there's even irony, a horse wrecking a
pinto), which had been given to me by HeN
editor Joan Nice and her husband Bruce
Hamilton. The seat on the passenger side was
no longer bolted to the frame, and could be
set to rolling gently, mimicking the sage- .
covered prairie as it sped by. Also" the
headlight beams were a little wall-eyed,
which may have been part of the reason that
this horse - or any horse, come to that -
could appear instantly before us like an
avenging angel.

The horse was brown. justas saw him
and cut the wheel hard left. He said, "Shit,"
very softly. He had a gift for understatement.

,justas had a low, growly voice like a two-day
beard. It was the last thing he ever said, so far
as I know.

Someone in the back said, "A horse." I
didn't say anything, but I remember thinking,
"I wonder what will happen now?"
Everything slowed down to the pace of really
good, 1960s dope. Went 'under the horse's
nose, leaving him (or her) standing there
peacefully on the blacktop, front hooves on
the double center line. We went over the side
of a steep embankment - steep enough,
anyway - not far from a highway sign that
said, "Sag Creek." It was supposed to say
"Sage Creek," but someone had shot out the
"e" with carefully placed rifle fire.

The car rolled onto the driver's side. My
door popped open. I got a good look at the
sagebrush that was about to break three
bones in my back. Then the transmitter went
out.

justas was killed. Broken neck. When the
car rolled to the driver's side, it rolled on him.
Could have rolled the other way. So, as
Vonnegut says, it goes.

We lay there for a while. Me with my
broken back. jazrnyn with a dislocated
shoulder and a desire to go for help.
Marjane's leg pinned under the car. justas
dead.

We lay there for a long while. About three
hours. No cars went by. Wyoming is not
a crowded place, but three hours without a
single car on a main highway is unusual,
even in Wyoming. The Pinto's headlights
were still on, the wall-eyed one pointed
toward Orion's belt and the other toward
Omaha.

Near dawn, a coyote came down to us
and sniffed around justas's body, which was
lying a little away from the rest of us. He
stayed just out of the cone of light thrown by
the dying headlights. He didn't do anything,
just sniffed around a little. His intentions,
while perhaps not frtendly.were not openly
belligerent.

The coyote is -an animal bowlegged with
the mythic freight of several cultures.
Marauder, Trickster, Jester, Prometheus. He is
one of the few animals not seriously
considered for the HCN symbol during
countless meetings on this sensitive subject.
That indicates how low his stock has fallen
since his heyday as the central character of
Native American legend.

But here he was, present at the death of
one of my best friends - a death so tragic
that even 11 years later I can't construct any
meaning to it - and I wanted to ask him a
question. He sat near Justas's body, his
tongue hanging a little out the side of his
mouth and breathing short, shallow breaths,
like a dog who has had a good but not hard
run.

Then a car came up on the highway and
a beautiful Indian girl got out to help us. By
the time her tires had ground to a halt on the
shoulder of the road, spitting pebbles, the
coyote was gone. He didn't leave, exactly. He
was just gone. The woman, who introduced
herself with casual politeness, had fallen
asleep on the floor at a friend's party, she
said, and was driving home late. She drove
back to Ft. Washakie and called the
emergency rescue team. I hope she is
canonized some day.

azmyn was released from the hospital
quickly, but Marjane and I got to hang
around a while. I lay in a fevered,
semi-delirious state for three days, the
doctor unable to figure out what was
wrong with me. Besides a broken
back, I mean.

All the nurses knew my problem,
but were prohibited by medical protocol
from making diagnoses. It seems that when a
person hits a sagebrush at 55 miles an hour
without benefit of an automobile, little
pulmonary embolisms get knocked loose and
make a beeline for the heart, in an attempt to
kill. It was news to me. But they kept me in
morphine, and it didn't seem like something
to worry about.

A friend, however, the centerfielder on
our softball team, visited me in the hospital
and was convinced that he had visited a' dead
man. He told his wife so that same' night.

On the night of the third day, I fell asleep
at about 10 p.m. A few moments later, I woke
up and got out of bed, the first time I had
walked since the accident. I thought vaguely,
"I shouldn't be doing this," but was not
greatly troubled. Then I looked back and saw
myself lying still asleep. I looked at my
hands, which seemed to be working
normally, and I took a few steps away from
the bed and again looked back. I could even
feel a tiny draft at my back from the opening
in my hospital gown. I should emphaSize
that there was nothing dream-like about this
experience. It was concrete and detailed,
right down to the pink plastic water jug on
the table by my bed. I started to shout.

, As I did, I noticed that I wasn't alone; a
coyote was standing next to me. He did not
seem particularly friendly, much like the
night of the wreck. He considered me a
moment and said nothing, but took my arm.
and helped me back to bed. An hour or so
later, my favorite nurse came in, leading my
doctor by the hand and carefully describing
to him the symptoms of pulmonary
embolisms and their prescribed treatment.
Through my drug and fever-induced fog, I
could tell that she did not plan to let me die
because he was unable to solve such a simple
problem, even if it steamed some
stethoscopes. They started medication
immediately to break up these devils, and I
recovered within two weeks.

Someone asked me once if I believed in
this. That is like asking me if I believe in
cabbage or Willie Mays. Some other friends
have thoughtfully suggested interpretations.
One, whose experience in these matters is
nearly encycl opedlc, said it is a fairly
common drug-related phenomenon. Another,
who had read Life After Life, a book about
near-death experiences, suggested that I had
died and then for some reason been sent
back. Of these two explanations, I prefer the
drug one.
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orne folks have suggested that
nearly getting killed was the best
thing I ever did for HCN. We were
professional poor people in those
days, paid very little and without
luxuries like health insurance. The

hospital bills for the three of us eventually
came to $12,000. When word reached HCNs
readers, we became the recipients of an
incredible, spontaneous binge of generosity.

Some friends, Mike Weber, Lynn Dickey
and John Jenkins, organized a fund-raising
and relief effort. They prepared a letter that
was sent to all HCN subscribers. Within a few
weeks, readers had sent in over $30,000.

Contributions came from places you
would expect and places you wouldn't, and
the letters were heartwarming. An elderly
couple sent two one dollar bills; , they wished
they could be of more help, but they lived on
social security checks. Nonetheless, they
wanted to send something "because we
know how expensive medical careIs from
OUf own experience."

Some employees at Amoco took up a
collection at work, and sent, if I remember
right, $185. There were ·hundreds, perhaps
thousands, of individual contributions, most
relatively small - $25 to $100 - but every
one generous and moving. A lot of people'
wrote to say we should get health insurance.
A point well taken, I thought. I would like to
say that I laughed and cried over each letter
like they do in the movies, but my back hurt
when I laughed and I saved my crying for'
justas. It is safe to say, though, that it was one
of the most emotionally and spiritually
uplifting things that has ever happened to
me.

It has been a while since that accident.
HCN is on a stronger financial footing now
and everyone has health insurance. But that
wreck has entered the folklore not just of the
publication, but of the Rockies. Every once in
a while I still run into someone who knows
only vaguely of HCN and, when I tell them
that Ionce worked there, they will say, ;'Oh
yeah, they had that big accident a while back
where all the editors were killed. You know
anything about that?"

I allow that, yeah, I know some about it..
I don't tell them that I saw God, though,

because it is too incredible. And that God was
not the coyote I told you about, who is
merely a legend. It was you, gentle reader, a
generous, loving and benevolent spirit that
convinced me that humankind can be lifted
above the everyday pain and turmoil that we
inflict on ourselves and each other. Because I
was.

Thanks again .•
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arrived in Lander, Wyo., on June 4,1979, three days after the difficult birth of our first child in Washington,
D.C., wearing wool slacks, a tie and a callow expression. I don't remember much about that first sweaty day,
except the interiors of the Hitching Rack, the Atlantic City Mercantile and the Union Bar, where a Shoshone
looked at my outfit and said to Dan ,Whipple and me, in a suggestive voice; "You two tough cowboys?"

Thejob of High Country News editor was mine, said Dan -cwho'd voted foranother candidate, a guy who
played the banjo), because the paper couldn't afford a second plane ticket to interview somebody else. That
evening, on the grass by the Little Popo Agie River at Joan Nice and Bruce Hamilton's place, an animated family of
be-jeaned HCN supporters gathered to chew chicken and look me over; Phil Heywood played his eloquent guitar
and said hardly a word, young Louisa Wilcox sat crosslegged on the ground and talked fervidly, Bruce politely
ignored it when I mounted the fly reel above the cork. .

I would say now it was the best leap into uncharted landscape I've ever taken. So far.

THE HIGH COUNTRY NEWS LATHE
RESHAPES ANOTHER EDITOR

I
1

Berthenia and I initiallyslept on Joan and
Bruce's floor with our infant daughter, and
that's the way life was for a while -
improvised and dependent on the kindness
of strangers. There was not much room in the
HCN budget for an unhurried 'education in
MattersWestern. I masked the big gaps in my
knowledge by editing fiercely and
questioning everyone else's assumptions. I
kept talking vaguely about wanting to see
more people in HCNs stories, landscapes
portrayed with the vividness of Hannah
Hinchman's "Afield"column, fewer laundry
listsof issues.

One reason for the sometimes colorless
writing was clear immediately - you
couldn't go everywhere and talk to
everybody in an enormous region, though it
was suggested that a few extra pennies on
the mileage compensation could fatten up a ,
$7,000 per year salary. I wrote two long
stories in my first year - two that I can
remember, anyway - about places I had
never seen.

One was about cattle leases on the
Charles Russell National Wildlife Refuge. I
, included what I hoped was a moving
description of a couple on a small ranch
whose reduced grazing leases threatened to
wipe out their herd - I've yet to meet the
people or their livestock.

The second storywas about the Northern
Tier Pipeline, which was going to carry its
energy cargo through some delicate
wildlands up north, Itwas a few months after
I wrote the pipeline story that I made it up to

,.

GEOFfREY O'GARA was editor ofIligb Country News from 1979 to 1982, His book,A Long Road Home, waspublished by WW Norton in 1989. He lives and
freelances in Lander, wyoming.

Missoula, and hiked with a college friend up
a canyon along the pipeline's route. In the
article I'd described the vegetation and
wildlife of this canyon intimately, and I was
in a nervous sweat to check the accuracy of
myblindman's bluff.

But I saw 'almost no wildlife. That was
because my friend - a wildlife biologist
transplanted from the East - took out his
new .44 and began blasting away at a tree,
exclaiming about the pistol's accuracy. Itmay
illuminate my ambivalent relationship with
HCN to confess that I was intrigued enough
by my friend's hitherto unseen gunslinger
side to care less about the raptors and
ungulates he droveaway.

nly the brevity of my
acquaintance with HCN enabled
me to imagine I was radically
making over the little biweekly.
I'd never read a word by founder
Tom Bell, whoh ad moved to
Oregon well before my arrival.
My HCN education consisted of

reading a few recent issues and clippings;
from these, I concluded that the writing was
lifeless and unpopulated, and that manyof
the articles leaned so far toward an
"environmentalist" viewpoint that they
toppled. I thought the tabloid design -' on
cheap, quick-to-yellow newsprint - was
kind of ugly looking, too.

I spent three years editing and writing for
High Country News, and in that time it never
dawned on me that I was mostly wrong, or,

by Geoffrey O/Gam

at least, off the point. My excuse - an
excuse editors before and after at HCN could
claim if they needed to - is that with
pressing deadlines and short staff I never had
time, until I was free of the newspaper, to go
back and get a sense of its earlier rhythm, its
passions, itsmanyvoices.

It was not until 1982, when I quit as
editor, that I began reading old HCNs, slowly,
and finding values there, people there, that I
missed the firsttime. I discovered the subtlety
of Bruce Hamilton's unwasteful prose, the
thunderclap ofTomBell's anger, and the way
all these environmental battles and ideas
were percolating in Joan and Bruce and Tom
and Marjane Ambler, and the many writers
who joined them.

When it was young (well, it's stillyoung,
but when it was younger) HCNhad the smell
of gunpowder: It was dispatched from the
frontlines of a war that had just broken out in
earnest, by people swept up in a passionate,
perha ps unexpected, conflict. When there
was time, HeNs writers were perfectly
capable of putting out nicely crafted,
poetically worded pieces, and did. Many of
the things I thought I helped bring to the
paper had been there already ... but you had
to search them out among a cacophony of
elbowing issues, some of which 'were more
urgent than a deftsentence.

While I was editor,HCN widened its field
of vision some more - we ran pieces about
people outside the environmental field who
were displaced by mine shutdowns or
grazing lease cutbacks, and we ran some
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lengthy, personal journalism, like Don Snow's
wonderful story of his struggle to understand
his Utah roots. With Kathy Bogan's help, we
dolled the newspaper up with fancier
typefaces and better newsprint. We even -
using "humor"as an excuse - printed some
of my ear-numbing doggerel. 1loved running
what 1 thought was new and innovative stuff.
We were making the paper prettier, wider
ranging and more artfully written.

But in retrospect, I'm not sure it greatly
helped HCN. This is not false modesty, and
certainlynot remorse. But I think in fact there
were many readers who may have felt HCN
was somewhat adrift during those years.

For one thing, I was not nearly as
involved in the environmental movement as
my predecessors - I had claimed a
journalistically higher ground of
disengagement from direct activism. In a
sense, this put a distance between me and
HCNs most loyal, longstanding readership. I
had faulted the earlier staff for embracing
environmental causes without sensitivity for
"plain people of the Rockies"(that cliche is
for Mylesna Gapoleen fans), the miners and
shopkeepers and loggers who felt their jobs
and recreational joys threatened by
wilderness designations and anti-pollution
laws.

But in fact I did not know well either
those plain people OR the environmentalists:
It was a third constituency, a literary
audience, that I was unconsciously trying to
please during my turn at HCN's helm, a
phantom audience that may not ever have
been there.

Subscription rolls were not growing; the
letters column was too quiet. A barebones
little storefront sheet with a lot of fire and
news and information for activistswas closer
toHCNs roots.

I don't know, of course, what HCNwould
have become with a Montana dateline with
Don Snow as guide. But I imagined then .it
would have become more the publication I
had once dreamt of - visionaryand literary,
graphicallysophisticated, moving the masses
with fine writing. And that's why I chose
Colorado.

. y direction on the other hand
has been, figuratively, north. I
ran a small community
newspaper for a few years -
my personal search for the
"plain people," you might say
- but I continue to grope for
that Western literary vision that

inchoately. motivated me years ago. A
particularly "Western" school of serious
literature is quite fashionable in publishing
circles now, but no one quite knows what
they mean by it: Richard Ford, who is today .
probably our most lionized "western" writer
(no fault of his own), was eight years ago
hailed as one of the great new "southern"
voices~ he lived in Mississippithen.

I find the search for a literary home
among these mountains and plains

. galvanizingin any case, justas I did when I
tried unwittingly to map its coordinates in
HCN. I'm frankly dubious that it's even there,
but it doesn't really have to be - a writer
who spends a lifetime writinghis way toward

. a literaryplace will, if lucky,ultimately create
it.

hen HCN made its next big
change, the move to Paonia.
in 1983, I was no longer Perhaps the oddest thing is that I'm still
editor: I was freelancing and· ..here, when "so' many former cohorts have"
serving on the HCN board. It exited the region. That may sound plaintive,
was undoubtedly the most but that's the way it sometimes feels: I
difficult transition in HCNs thought I was the most-likely-to-move-on
history since Tom Bell's member of the staff, secretly harboring

sudden departure. The board had to choose itinerariesfor world travel while the others all
between two different directions for the sunk their roots deeper. A few weeks ago
paper in both the figurative and literal sense severalmembers of HCNS former staff still in
:- north (to Montana) or south (to Colorado). the region got together inJackson ... Marjane
As one of the swing votes on a deadlocked Ambler,Dan Whipple, KathyBogan, Hannah
board, I voted for south. Hinchman. We gathered to hear Phil

Decisions like that are anything but Heywood play the guitar - not on a
objective; they're deeply personal. You want riverbank this time, but in a fancy bar ... he
to apologize afterwards to the people whose stilldoesn't talk much.
lives you've changed. I had come slowly and I think about these people even when I
belatedly to empathize with what HCN had don't see them, in a sort of relaxed,
been before my arrival. My understanding sometimes worried, always familiar way. An
had greened up quietly and gradually and institution like HCN doesn't take new
minutely, like the Wyoming desert in April. I directions so much as it acquires new
suspected that the paper's most loyal family personalities, and lets them put a few new
- the region's environmental activists- had lines on the institution's face. Working at
only marginal interest in seeing the HCN, I doubt we knew what we were doing
publication beautified. at the time we were doing it; but we fit

I understood better that Tom Bell, by together nicely and learned a few things from
virtue of his lifelong involvement in the life of each other, and the pace and stress were
a small Wyomingtown, had heard and been crazy enough that everyone was intimately
heard by - however perturbedly - those revealed. It's comfortable getting back
"plain people" I babbled about so often. And together.Wedon't relive ourHCN days much,
I thought the direction back .toward both because, like the publication, we've all built
those audiences was, in this case, south, to on that foundation, changed.
Colorado. Despite their East.Coast resumes, . I, for one, now play the banjo.•.
the Mar.stons had worked for' ye,ars as
community journalists in Paonia, and there is
no better way to get to know those plain
people than to typeset their classifieds; and
they had produced, too, a West. Slope
environmentalpaper.

Without any gnashing of teeth, I voted to
refute important aspects of my years at HCN
The paper was not, in fact, getting anywhere
by becoming more literary, more beautiful.

r

There is no better
way to get to know
those plain people
than to typeset
their classifieds. '
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IT'S BEEN A GREAT FIRST 20 YEARS

WON'T YOU JOIN US FOR:
THE NEXT YEAR?

THE NEXT TWO YEARS?
THE NEXT THREE YEARS?

THE NEXT 20 YEARS?

Sign up below

Individuals
__ 1 year (24 issues) $24
__ 2 years (48 issues) $42
__ 3 years (72 issues) $60
--. 20 years (480 issues) $400

Institutions*
__ 1 year (24 issues) $34
__ 2 years (48 issues) $60
__ 3 years (72 issues) $90
__ 20 years (480 issues) $600

Name _

Signature

Payment

__Check is enclosed.
Address --,-__

__Please bill me
City _

State/Zip _
Charge my__ Visa Mastercard

Card #
<Institutional rates apply rt paid by business, government agency or other organization check.
School or public libraries may subscribe at the individual rate. Expiration date

HeN will refund the unused portion of your subscription at any time - for any reason

Return your order to High Country News, Box 1090, Paonia, Colorado 81428 .


